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A
AACHEN. See Aix-la-Chapelle
AARON'S GARMENTS 31:65
ABBAS I, shah of Persia
silk fabric of the period 36:8,10; fig.4
ABEGG, MARGARET
"A century of New York needlework and decorative fabrics, 1820-1920" 28:43-52
"ABORIGINAL TEXTILES OF FORMOSA TODAY FROM A VISIT TO THE ISLAND IN 1954" by Elizabeth Bayley Willis 39:3-29
"ABRAHAM" 30:5,6,33,56; figs.24-28
ACCADIA, Siena. See Siena
ACCOUNT BOOKS, 16TH CENTURY 27:28-35; pl.XVII
ACCOUNT BOOKS, 17TH CENTURY 30:7
ACHAEMENIAN EMPIRE, mentioned 40:10
ACHAEMENIDS 36:23; 39:31
ACKERMAN, DR. PHYLLIS
Club hears her talk on Apocalypse tapestries 32:42
Persian designs 28:55
Persian silks 33:43
Venus and Adonis in Coptic tapestries 40:48
"Early textile production in China" 30:59-69
Hostess to Club 28:55; 32:42; 34:46
"Some medieval silks from the Caspian provinces of Iran" 39:30-46
"Some Shiraz silks" 36:2-25
ACORN CLUB, Philadelphia
Club has lunch at 36:46
"ACU PINGERE." See Needle-painting
"ADAM AND EVE" 37:7; frontispiece, figs.1-9,12-15
"ADAMASHKA" (damask) 31:14
"ADORATION OF THE MAGI," painting 27:37
"ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS" 29:39; pl.X
ADUD-ED-DAWLA BUVAYHID 36:23
AEFLEDA, Saxon embroideress 29:28
"AERONAUTIQUE, HISTOIRE," design 33: pl.VI
AFGHANISTAN SATIN 31:14
AGATHYSIANS, people 40:11
"AGLAEE" (dress after design by Bakst) 44:29; pl.6
AGNUS DEI, Slavic representation 31:36 & note 17; pl.13-B
AHASUERUS, King 28:7; 30:25,45,57; figs.16A,19
AHURA MAZDA, deity 36:8,16,21,22; sketch 7
AINU, people 30:61
AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, Germany
silk fragment in Cathedral 27:42; pl.II
AKHMIM, Greece, excavations 30:83
AKSOBYTA 34:29; pl.X
AKSU, Chinese Turkestan 34:43
ALANS, tribe 34:43
"ALARMÉ GÉNÉRALE DES HABITANTS DE GONESSE," design 33:pl.VI
"ALBERT THE PAINTER." See Pictor Albertus
ALBERTINA COLLECTION, Vienna 33:pl. XIV-B
ALBS 28:37; pl.XII; 29:5; 32:3
ALDEGREVER, HEINRICH 30:4
ALDERET'S wife, embroidery by 29:28
ALEXANDER, E.T.
Club hears him talk on "Plants of the Unicorn tapestries" 42:44
ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT 30:85
poet of 31:65
silk from 27:40; pl.I
textile center 27:41,46
ALEXIS, metropolitan 31:4; pl.I
ALEXIS MIKHAILOVICH, czar, wife of 35:pl.I,47; end-piece
ALFONSO VIII, (d.1214), king of Castile, tomb textiles 35:3; pl.IX
ALLEMAGNE, M.R d', cited 33:3
ALLEN, MRS. WILLIAM SEWARD
hostess to Club 41:43
ALLESON, NALS, archbishop of Uppsala cope of 38:5,13,27; pls.II-V
ALMADINES ON EMBROIDERY 31:27
ALTABAS 31:21
AGATI MOUNTAINS 40:3,6,10-12,20,36, 38,43;48:3
AGATI, SIBERIAN  
tapestry 40:22-25, pls.III-V;  
textiles 40:3-47
ALTAR COVERS 31:9,44
ALTAR FRONTPALS 31:9,24; pl.8; 44:39;  
pl.6
ALTAR HANGINGS. See Altar frontals  
ALTPHIECE  
Bishop Heinrich's 35:21  
Busti family's 27:39
AMARI, SIGNORA CAROLINA,  
directs school 28:51
AMATEUR HANDWORK 28:46,47
AMATEUR NEEDLEWORK, exhibition 1948  
33:23
AMBAZAC, dalmatic at 35:22
AMBROSIAN LIBRARY, Milan, painting in  
27:38
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,  
New York City  
Club viewing exhibition of textiles  
37:38  
Collections 31:73;pl.I; 34:13,16,21;  
pls.I,IV; 44:39;pl.6  
Special exhibition for Needle and  
Bobbin Club 37:27,38
"AMERICAN SCREEN-PRINTED FABRICS"  
by Zelina Comegys Brunschwig  
32:31-41
AMIANUS MARCELLINUS 40:11
AMIR OF HILLA 39:33
AMMAN, JOST (1539-1591), artist 30:4,  
25; figs.18-20
AMRETAT, archangel 36:22
AMUL, Persia, textile center 39:32,  
33
AN-YANG, site 30:64-65
ANATH. See Anath.  
ANAHIT temple, Persia 36:23
ANASTASIA ROMANOVNA, czarina 36:6,  
9-11,28
ANATH-ANAHIT, goddess 36:12,14,21;  
sketch 9
ANATOLIA, Asia Minor, damask from  
31:14
"ANCIENT HORSES FRIGHTENED BY THE  
VOICE OF THE ORACLE," design  
32:36 ill.  
"ANCIENT RUSSIAN ECCLESIASTICAL EMBROIDERIES," by Eugenia Tolmacheff 31:3-56
ANCON, Peru, textiles from 41:23,36  
pls.1-A,B
"ANDARZ NAMA" (Book of Good Counsel) 39:35,37,37; paintings from  
39:35,37,41,43,45; figs.1-3,5
ANDILLY, ARNAULD D' 30:25
"ANGEL RECEIVING SOUL" 31:45,47;  
pls.16,17
ANGELS 31:16; pl.5
ANGELUS, MAGNUS JOHANNI 38:7  
"ANIMAL STYLE" 40:5,12
ANIMALS  
bear-like dog 38:15; pl.XI  
bull being sacrificed 27:45; pls.III- 
IV  
cat heads 30:61  
combats in Rome 27:42  
deer, recumbent 38:13; pl.X  
dog as heraldic device 29:pl.VI  
dog, Chinese 38:14; pl.VII  
dog on tomb furniture 34:39; fig.2  
elephants 38:pl.II  
elks 40:38,41; pls.IX,X,XII  
goats 36:12,16; fig.5  
gryphon 31:56  
hares 30:85; 36:5,10  
horses 30:84; 32:36 ill.; 39:37; fig.3  
lions 27:40-45; pls.I,II,V; 28:37;  
pls.X-XII; 34:29; 40:25; pl.V  
"lions rolling embroidered ball" 32:  
19  
pony 34:17  
ram 36:8  
sacrificed to Mithras 27:45; pls.III-IV  
stags 30:85  
yak 34:17
ANJOU, PHILIPPE, dUC D', later king of  
Spain 32:3
"ANNUNCIATION" by Carlo Crivelli 44:  
27; pl.3
ANTILLES, West Indies 33:33
ANTINOE, Greece, excavations 30:83-85  
ANTINOUS, ca.110-130 31:63  
ANTIOCH-ON-THE-TRONES, Syria 27:46;  
36:12; 39:41
ANTiquarianISM 28:47
ANTIQUARIANS of France, national so- 
ciety of 28:27. See also National Society
"Antique Laces of American Collectors" cited 28:55
"Antiquitates Judaicae" by Josephus Flavius 30:4:25; figs.18-20
"Antiquités du Bosphore cimmérien," cited 34:39
"Antiquities of the Jews" 30:25
ANTONIO E FRATELLI DA PO. See Po, Antonio e fratelli da
ANTONY HOUSE, Torpoint, Cornwall, embroidery from 29:32 pl.II
AORSI, tribe 34:43
APOSTLES IN EMBROIDERY 31:32, pl.II
APPLIQUE 30:7,61,63,fig.2
copied on pottery 30:60-61; fig.1
on wall hanging 40:16,26,29,32,34;
frontispiece, pls.I,V-VIII
Tibetan 34:13-35
"L’après-midi d’un faune," ballet, mentioned 44:29
APRONS 41:9,13,16; pls.V-VII; 43:pl.5
AQUILA, mythological hero 30:66
ARABIA, damask from 31:14
ARABIC as design in textiles 33:31
ARAL SEA 40:10
ARAXES RIVER 40:9
ARCHANGEL, Russia 31:23
ARCHAEOLOGY, Egypt 30:86
ARCHIVIO DEL LUOGO PIO TRIVULZIO,
MILAN 27:28,32
ARDVI SURA ANAHIT, Sassanian goddess, 39:41
ARENA CHAPEL, Padua, Italy 37:12
ARGIPPAE, tribe 34:42; 40:36
ARISTAEUS OF PROKONNIS, cited 34:42
ARISTEAS, Greek poet, mentioned 40:7
ARMY, STROGANOV 31:38
ARNE, T.J., professor 39:45
ARNOFINI, GIOVANNA, portrait mentioned 38:40
ARNOLFINI, GIOVANNI, portrait mentioned 38:40
ARNOLFI, 10th century bishop 28:25,30; 31
ARRESTED MOTION, effect of 31:40,41;
45; pl.16
ART NOUVEAU 28:44,46; 44:29; pl.5
ARTIFICIAL HEADS ON TREES 27:10
ARTISTS employed as designers 33:4
ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT 28:44
"ASCENSION," embroidery 43:27
ASIA INSTITUTE, New York City Club meets at 34:46
Club visits new quarters 32:42
Persian art exhibition 34:46
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS 28:46
ASSOCIATION DENTELLIÈRE LAUTERBRUNNEN, 33:36
ASTARABAD, Persia, textile center 39:
33,45
ATISHA, Indian saint 34:25,29; pl.IX
ATTALUS II, king of Pergamum 31:18
"Au Loup," design 33:5; pl.XI
AUBUSSON. See Tapestry
AUGUSTUS, furniture of era 34:39
"AURUM FILATUM" 31:66,67
"AURUM LONGUM" 31:65
"AURUM TRACTITUM" 31:66
AVALOKITEŚVARA 34:25; pl.VIII
AVALOS, BEATRICE D'INGZO D', 1457-
1547 27:7
AVELINE, engraver 33:8; pl.III-B
AWNINGS 34:13
AXE-HEAD ("ch'i") 30:64
AYER, MRS. WALTER
Hostess to Club 34:47
"Azulejos," painted tile pictures 42:
34

B

BABCOCK, MRS. HUNTINGTON
Hostess to Club 38:49
BABINGTON, MARGARET
Club hears her talk on "The Adorn-
ment of Canterbury Cathedral" 38:49
BACCHUS, god 27:15; pl.X
BACOT, JACQUES, authority on Tibet
34:16
BACTRIA (Balkh) 34:43; 40:9,12
BAHRA V THE GOR. See Bahram Gur
BAHRAH GUR, Persian king 36:10
"Baiser donné" embroidery 28:19; fig.7
engraving 28:19; fig.8
“Baiser rendu”
embroidery 28:19; fig.9
engraving 28:19; fig.10

BAKST, LEON, costume designer 44:29; pl.6

BAKU, taffeta from 31:14

BALBANI, BARTOLOMEO, merchant 38:40
Baldachin, silk fabric 38:36
synonym for church canopy 38:36

BALDAKINUM. See Shroud

BALHOSIE castle, Scotland 30:7

Balkhash lake 34:42

BALL, MRS. ANCELL H.,
Hostess to Club 33:42; 37:38

“Ballon de gonesse” design 33:4,5; pl.VI

Balloon Ascensions 33:5; pl.VI

BAMBERG, Germany,
shroud of silk tapestry in Cathedral 27:42

BAMBERGER, MRS. WILLIAM
Club meets at residence of 32:42

“Bandhana” 32:15

BANGKOK, Thailand
pattern-loom from 44:15-21; pls.1-5

Bankfield Museum, Halifax
collections 30:73,84; pls.I-C,II-AB

Banners 31:4,12,20,40-41;pl.14;34:20,21,32,34;pls.IV,V;38:38,40

BARBARO, ERMOLAO, humanist 27:7

BARBET, M., collection 33:4

Barbónico Museum, Naples 31:64

Barcelona, Spain, textiles 35:10,26

BARCLAY, MRS. REGINALD
Hostess to Club 37:38

BARDAC, SIGISMOND, collection
tapestry from 28:49

BARKER, ROBERT, publisher 30:21;fig.13

“Barmy,” Russian collar 33:46; fig.5

BARNES, MRS. A. VICTOR
Club meets at residence of 33:42; 35:50
meeting and luncheon at residence of 42:44

BARNEY, MRS. LLOYD WRIGHT
collection shown 41:44

BAROCCHI, FEDERIGO, painter 37:13

BARTAS. See Du Bartas.

BARTATUA, Scythian chieftain 40:8

BARTULO, DOMENICO DI, painter 37:13

BARTULO, MRS. MELITA
demonstrates lace-making to club 27:48

BASILICA 28:30

BATESON, MRS. E. FARRER
Hostess to Club 40:48; 44:46

BATIGNE, RENÉ
Club hears him talk on “Art in rugs from Spain to China” 40:48

“Batik” (dyeing technique) 32:11

BAUDEKIN, silk fabric. See Baldachin.

BAUDEWINE. See Baudouin.

BAUDOUIN, CHRISTOPHER, designer 42:18,22,24, pl.1

BAUER, DEALER 27:39

BAUMGARTEN, WM., & Co. 28:49; pl.III

BAYEUX “tapestry” 29:27,28

BEAUCAIRE, France, fair 33:40

BEAULAIL, MRS. INEZ DE 32:29

BEDSPREAD, Chinese 32:frontispiece 15,pl.V,23,end-piece

BED VALANCE, Chinese 32:14,19, pls. I,II

BEER, ALICE B.
Club hears her talk on “Embroidered pictures and samplers” 36:46

“Church vestments and ecclesiastical textile arts” 36:46

BEHAM, HANS SEBALD 30:4

BEIRUT. See Berytus

BELFAST, IRELAND. MUNICIPAL MUSEUM
AND ART GALLERY
collections 43:43

BELGIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF
LACES 30:96; 31:78

BELLINGER, LOUISE
Club hears her talk on “The relation between textile fibers and types of pattern in Near Eastern fabrics” 44:45

BELLINI, GIOVANNI, painter 37:13

“Belshazzar’s feast” 30:45; figs.39-41

BELTS
Formosan 39:15; pl.IX
Russian 35:32
Yugoslavian 41:7,13,16,19; pls.II,III, VIII-XI
Benedetto da Milano, tapestry maker 27:8, 28-36
Benedict XI, pope 38:7
Bennett, Dr. Wendell C. 31:73
Bent, Timothy, weaver 36:27,34 pattern-book by 36:27; fig. 1 verse by 36:27-29
Bentinck, William Henry, third Duke of Portland 43:37
Bentley, Rev. William, diary of 28:7,8
Bérald, Jean 33:5
Berchem, Nicolaas, engraver 33:5; pls.II, XIV-A
Berel river. See burial mounds
Bereenguela, queen, tomb textile 35: frontispiece
Berghem, Nicolaas. See Berchem, Nicolaas
Berlin. Kunsthistorisches-Museum collections 30:85; 31:64; 36:fig.7
Berlin Woolwork 28:46
"Berlin" (carriage) 33:40
Bernardino dei Conti, portrait by 27: pl.III
Biot, sinologist 30:59
Bird, Junius B.
Altar hanging described by 44:39 pl.6 Club hears him talk on "Recent discoveries of ancient Peruvian textiles" 31:79 Host to Club 37:38 "A pre-Spanish Peruvian ikat" 31:73-77 "Two Guatemalan wedding huipils" 37:26-36
Birds 28:37; frontispiece, pls.X-XII; 36:4, 38;pl.VI; 40:16; pl.II; 42:41; pl. VIII; 44:7,9; pls.2,3
cranes 38:14,15; pls.VII,X
doves 38:37,41; figs.5,6
ducks 43:14; pl.7
egrets 28:37; frontispiece,pls.X,XI; 35:10,14; 42:33; pl.V
egrets 32:19
falcons 39:43
hawks 39:41,43; figs.7,8
"herons settling among the lotus" 32:19
ibis 31:74
Kentucky cardinal 32:38 ill.
meadow lark 32:30 ill.
ostriches 38:13; pl.V
parrots 38:17
decoys 38:16,21; fig.6; 38:7; pl.V; 39:37; figs.3,4
pelicans 42:33; pl.III
swans 40:32; pl.VIII; 42:33, pl.VI
Bishop, English, in Russia 35:46
Biure, abbot, cope 35:19,21
Biya river 40:3
Black death, mentioned 29:29
Black mountains of Skopje. See Skopska Crna Gora
Black sea 40:10 trade route 34:42-43
Blaize Castle house, folk museum Henbury, England 36:27,34,35
Blaque, Mrs. Valentine A., gift of 43: pl.4
Bleaching 30:67
Blinks, Anne "An unusual pattern-loom from Bangkok" 44:15-21
Bliss, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woods 27:41 note 1
Bliss, Susan Dwight Hostess to Club 38:49
Block printing 32:35,37; 33:3
"Bloemwerk." See lace
Blumenthal, George Club meets at house of 28:53
Boardman, Mrs. Kenneth Hostess to Club 40:48; 44:46
Bock, Fr., cited 31:64
Bodhisattvas 34:21,29; pl.X
Bodkins 29:20
Bodleian Library. See Oxford University
Bolles, Marion P. Club hears her talk on Flowers in fabrics 30:95
Bologna. Cathedral 38:7
Bolswert, Boëtius Adam à 30:32; fig. 23
"Bon teint" dyes 32:40
Boniface VIII, pope 38:5,44-45 arms of 38:44-45. See also Gaetani
Boniface, count of Tuscany 38:29
"BOOK OF GOOD COUNSEL." See Andarz Nama

BOOKBINDINGS
embroidered 30:5,17,25; figs.12,16,17
silk 38:38

BOOKS
illustrations 30:17,21; figs.13,15
lace pattern 33:29-41; 34:3-12
Psalter of queen Eleanor 29:30
Tibetan 34:29

BOOKS. See also
Account books; Bibles
"BOOKS OF HOURS" 30:5

BORDERS (costume ornament)
Peruvian 41:22-37
Roman 41:4-5; pl.1

BORGHESE CHALICE VEIL 35:49 ill.

BOR-KUL, lake 34:43

BORISTHENES 34:42

BOSNIA
costumes 41:3,4,9; pls.IV,V
Mohammedanism partly introduced into 41:4

BOSSUET, JACQUES BÉNIGNE 32:3

"BOSTON GAZETTE" 28:9,14

BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Club hears talks on McCormick collection in 33:42; 44:46
collections 38:28; pl.I; 41:pl.V; 43:33,37,43; pl.I
embroidered book illustration 30:17
embroidered pictures 28:10,12; figs. 1,4,5,7,9
engravings 33:frontispiece, pls.II,V, VII-B,X-XII,XIV-A,XVI
McCormick collection 30:17
mirror 28:7
textiles 33:3 note; pl.XI
"BOSTON NEWS-LETTER" 28:9,9

BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
collections 30:figs.15,18-20,23

BOTTICELLI 37:13

BOUCHER, FRANÇOIS, 1703-70, painter 28:49; 33:5
drawing by 33:pl.XIV-B
"BOULÉ" 31:21

BOULLONGNE, LOUIS DE engraving after 33:pl.VIII
"BOURACAN," silk fabric 39:32

BOURGOGNE, LOUIS II dauphin
Viennois, duc de 32:3

BOURNE, MERCY 28:12
BOURNE, SYLVANUS 28:12
BOURNE heirloom 28:12,14; fig.1

BOUTS, ALBERT, painter and embroi-
derer 38:22

BOUZONNET, CLAUDINE, engraver 28:12;
fig.2; 33:frontispiece, pls.X,XII

BRAMANTE, DONATO D'AGNOLO, 1444-1514, architect 27:37

BRAMANTINO (Bartolomeo Suardi), c.1455-c.1535, painter 27:37-39

BRAUNSCHWEIG (Brunswick, Germany)
Museum 34:10

BREASTPLATES (part of costume) 39:15;
pls.V,VII

BRERA GALLERY, Milan, altarpiece in
27:37,39
collections 37:pl.15

BRIDEGROOM SUPPLIES COSMETICS 35:40

BRIDES. See lace
"BRING AND ADMIRE" exhibition 43:46
"BRING AND BUY" sales held by Club
27:49; 28:55; 29:55; 30:95; 32:43;
33:43

BRISTOL BOARD 33:38

BRISTOL. CITY MUSEUM 36:35

BRITISH MUSEUM
embroidery 29:33; 30:25; figs.16-17
library 28:4
Trustees 32:29

BRITISH RESIDENT IN SIKKIM 34:16

BRITISH ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS, fellow of 35:51

BRITISH WAR RELIEF, MALTA DIVISION
gift to 27:49

BRITISH WAR RELIEF SOCIETY, U.S.
Club benefit for 29:54

BROCADES. See textiles
BROCADES. See textiles
BRODERERS' GUILD 29:38

BROLETTO PALACE, Milan 27:38

BRONSON, HARRIET PHELPS
Hostess to Club 37:38

BRONZE PLAQUE, Chinese 30:61; fig.2

BRONZE VESSEL, Chinese 34:41; fig.4

BROOKLYN MUSEUM. New York City
collections 37:31; pl.IV; 43:pls.5,7,8
visits to 35:50; 43:46
BROUSSA (Brusa) Asiatic Turkey
satın 31:14
BRUEL, F.L., collection 33:6; pl.VI
BRUNSCHWIG & FILS, fabrics by 32:33
ill., 38 ill.
BRUNSCHWIG, ZELINA COMEGYS
"American screen-printed fabrics"
32:31-41
BRUSLONS. See Savary des Bruslons
BRUSSELS MUSEUM
collections 35:14; 39:41; fig.7
BRUSSELS. PALAIS STOCLET
mentioned 44:29
BRY, THÉODORE DE, AND SONS 30:5
BUCHARA, CITY 39:32
BUDAPEST, NATIONAL MUSEUM OF FINE
ARTS 31:64
BUDDHAS
34:13, 25, 29, 32-34
BUDDHISM founded 34:33
BUDINI, TRIBE 34:42; 40:35
BÜHLER, DR. ALFRED 32:29
BUKOVINA
embroidery 43:9, 16; pls.1, 5
BULGARINI, FRANCESCA SOLEMNI, LACE
maker 34:12
BULL, DR. LUDLOW
Club hears him talk on ancient Egypt
29:54
BULL, MRS. LUDLOW
Club meets at residence of 30:96; 31:78
"BULLETIN DE LIAISON" 41:39
"BULLETIN OF THE NEEDLE AND BOBBIN
CLUB" cited 41:38
"BULLETIN" policy 30:96
"BULLETIN" subscription 44:44-45
BULLION. See embroidery
BUNDLE WRAPPINGS, CHINESE 32:17;
pls.III, IV
BURANO. See lace
BURCHELL, MRS. FFORD
Hostess to Club 44:45
BURCHENAL, DR. ELIZABETH, DIRECTOR
Club hears her talk on quilts 27:49
BURGOS, SPAIN, TEXTILES FROM 35:3-26
SEE also HUELGAS DE BURGOS
BURIAL MOUNDS
Altai mountains 40:2-47
Berel River 40:6
Crimean Peninsula 34:37, 44
Katanda River 40:6, 15, 36
Rayy, Persia 36:16, 21; figs.5, 6;
39:35, 37; fig. 4
Shibe River 40:15
BURIALS. SEE Burial mounds
BURNAM, HAROLD B.
"A Spanish velvet weave" 43:22-26
Technical résumé 43:35-36
THE BUSBYS, WEAVERS, ENGLAND 36:34
BUSTI FAMILY'S ALTARPIECE 27:39
BUTLER, MRS. ARTHUR W.
Club hears her talk on the history
of the mansion housing the head-
quarters of the Colonial Dames
of America 41:44
BUTTER LAMPS AND SCULPTURE 34:33
"BUTTERFLIES" (Dyeing technique) 32:
15, 19; fig. 1
BUTTONS
gold and silver 35:30, 32
marble 30:61
BUVAYRID SILK. SEE Textiles—Silk,
Persian, Shiraz
"LE BUVEUR", ENGRAVING 33:PL.III-A
"BYBEL PRINTEN" 30:54; fig. 40
BYBLOS (Ancient), PHOENICIA
Tapestry from 36:8
BYRON, ROBERT, QUOTED 34:17
BYZANTINE ARTS, Influence upon ITALY
27:41
BYZANTINE EMPERORS 27:46
BYZANTINE
Influence upon Russia 31:6, 21, 67
BYZANTIUM 31:66
Influence 35:27, 41
Silk weaving established 27:41
C
CABOT, NANCY GRAVES (MRS. SAMUEL)
Club hears her talk on "Pattern
sources as a hobby" 34:46
"Pattern sources of scriptural sub-
jects in Tudor and Stuart emb-
roideries" 30:2-57
"Some pattern sources of 18th and
19th century printed cottons" 33:3-21
CABOT, MRS. SAMUEL.
See Cabot, Nancy Graves
CAEN. Holy Trinity Abbey 29:28
CAESAR, tapestry of, mentioned 27:39
CAESAREA 27:46
CALCUTTA MUSEUM
Collection cited 34:17
"CALEB AND JOSHUA WITH GRAPE OF
ESCHOL" 30:45; figs. 31,32
CALENDAR, March first month in 27:8
"CALIGUES" (babe) 28:34; pl.IX
CALIPHATE in CORDOVA 31:67
CALTHORPE, coat of arms 29:35,39;
pl.VII
CALTHORPE purse. See embroidery, 
English
CALVARY 31:23,35; pls.7,12
CALVINISTS 28:30
CAMAKA. See Camoca
CAMBYES, Persian king 36:12
CAMMANN, SCHUYLER 32:29
CAMOCA, silk fabric 38:36
CAMPAIGN COLLECTION, Barcelona
35:26
"CANDELABRE" pattern in lace 29:4;
pl.s.VII,IX *
CANNIBALS. See Scythians-anthropophagi
CANNON, MRS. A. BENSON
Club meets at residence of 30:95
Hostess to Club 39:50; 41:44
CANTERBURY, England
silk industry center 42:8
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL, England
collections 39:43; fig.9
CAPPELLA ANNUNZIATA dell'ARENA,
Padua. See Arena Chapel
CAPS. See headaddresses. Yugoslavian
CARADOSO (ca.1452-1526/7),
(Ambrogio Foppa) medallion
attributed to 27:3 ill.,5
CARAVANS 34:42,43
CARBON 14 method (dating technique)
37:31
CARLOVINGIAN RELICS, mentioned 28:31
CARMINE CHURCH, Florence 37:8
CARO, FRANK, photographer 32:29
CARPACCIO, VITTORE, painter 37:pls.6,
7,44:pls. 2,4
CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS 43:5,9
CARPENTER, AGNES MILES
Club meets at residence of 28:55
In memoriam 42:45
CARPET KNOTTING 28:4
needlework 28:44; pl.II
CARPETS. See Rugs and carpets
CARTHAGINIANS 36:21
CASKETS, embroidered 28:frontispiece,
7; 30:5
CASPIAN SEA 34:43; 10,11
CASPIAN SEA REGION
raw silk exported from 38:30; 39:31
CASTELLO SFORZESCO, Milan 27:3
collections 38:pl.IV
CASTIGLIONE, RODOLPHO, lord of 27:8
CASTILE, arms of 43:27
CASTILE, royal family mausoleum 35:3
CATERPILLARS in designs 29:39; pl.IX
CATHERINE II, the Great, of Russia 31:
9
CATHERINE de' MEDICI
mentioned 29:30
CATHERINE OF ARAGON, queen of Eng-
land mentioned 29:33
CATRASCAMITO 38:36,37
See also samite
CAVALIERI, LORENZO dei, See Lorenzo
dei Cavalieri
CAVALLO, ADOLPH S.
Club hears him talk on "Embroiderys
in the Elizabeth Day Mccormick
collection" 44:46
"Ye volunteers so brave and stout."
43:37-45
CAVE, MRS. A.O.
Club hears her talk on "Smocks and
smocking" 43:46-47
CAVENISH, HENRY
mentioned 29:35; pl.VI
CEILING 35:21; pl.XII
CENAMI, GUGLIELMO, merchant 38:40,
42
"CENDAL" See sendal
CENSUS 33:31
"THE CENTRE INTERNATIONAL D'ETUDE
DES TEXTILES ANCIENS. See Lyons
"THE CENTRE INTERNATIONAL D'ETUDE
DES TEXTILES ANCIENS. A Progress Report" by Calvin S. Hath-
away 41:38-40
"A CENTURY OF NEW YORK NEEDLEWORK AND DECORATIVE FABRICS, 1820-1920", by Margaret Abegg 28:43-52

CHACE, MRS. FRANKLIN M.
Club meets at residence of 27:48
Club Nominating Committee Chairman 27:48
Hostess to Club 37:39

CHACHAPOYAS, Peru
altar frontal from 44:39; pl.6

CHAIR COVERS, armorial 38:45

CHALICE 28:34,37,41; pl.VIII
Christ Child in, symbol 31:36 note 17; pl.13B
covers 31:12,36; pl.13
veil 39:49 ill.

CHAMBER OF THE NINE NOBLES, of WORTHIES. See Crathes Castle

CHAMPAGNE, France, fairs 38:42-44

CHANCAI PERIOD, Peru 41:23; pls.1A,B

CH'ANGSHA, China, excavations 40:30, 31,45

"CHAPRAK," See saddle covers

CHARLEMAGNE, emperor, mentioned 28:31

CHARLEMONT, JAMES CAULFIELD, 4th Viscount and 1st lord of Charlemont 43:39,42
portrait of 43:pl.2

CHARLES I, king of England 29:39,52; pl.XVI

CHARLES V, king of France 38:37,38

CHARLESTON, R.J.
"Coptic wool-weaves with patterns in undyed linen" 30:70-94
"An eighteenth century weaver's pattern-book" 36:26-43
translation by 31:57-71

CHASE, A. ELIZABETH
Club hears her talk on the Yale excavations at Dura Europos 31:78

CHASTITY, symbol of 35:32

CHASES
28:34,37; pls.X,XI; 38:4,5,7,15,22,27; fig.1 (lining); pls.X,XI,XIII, XIV; 41:pl.V; 43:25; pl.2
part of 38:40; pl.V

CHAVEAU, FRANÇOIS 30:25

CHAVANES, E., cited 34:43

CHAVIN HORIZON. See Chicama Valley

CHEMICAL RESEARCH 32:40

CHEN CHI-LU, photographer 39:pls.X,XV

CHENESSEAU, Canon 28:27

CHERBULIEZ, EMILIE
"Les dentelles de la salle Amélie Piot", cited 33:29-30

CHEST, velvet covered 43:23,25; pl.1

CHIANG KAI-SHEK 39:9

CHICAMA VALLEY, Peru 37:31

CHICHIN ITZA, Yucatan, textile (fragments) from 37:30,35-36

CHIMNEY-PIECES
embroidery 28:10,14; figs.1,3

CH'I, people 40:31

CHINA
ancient government regulations 30:67
artistic conventions 34:17
Buddhist art 34:29
education of girls 30:67
embroidery 43:22; 44:36; pl.3
excavations at Ch'angsha 40:31,43
Han textiles 31:68
merchants 27:41
myth 30:66
sewing table from 28:47
Sinkiang expedition 31:68
sumptuary laws 30:67
tapestry 44:37; pl.4
techniques used in Syria 31:67
textile production, early 30:59-69
textiles 44:40; pl.7
trade with Russia 31:14; 34:37-45
tribute levies 30:64
See also Textiles — Chinese

CHINTZES 43:42-43; pl.1

CHIRICO, GIORGIO DE, design by 32:36 ill.

"CHOICE OF EMBLEMEES, AND OTHER DEVICES" 29:39

CHORAZMIA. See Uzbekistan

CHOU, people 40:30,31

CHOU PERIOD, China 40:30,31

CHRIST in embroidery 31:38; frontispiece

CHRIST SCENES
in embroidery 31:29-30; pl.10
in tapestry 37:16; pls.8,9

CHRISTIANIZATION OF THE BALKANS 41:3

CH'U KINGDOM 40:30,31
art 40:43

CHULISHMAN RIVER 40:3
CHURCH EMBROIDERY. See embroidery, ecclesiastical
CICLATOUM, silk fabric 38:36-38
CIETA. See Lyons. Centre Interna
tional d’Etude des Textiles Anciens
CIMMERIANS, people 40:7,8
CINCINNATI MUSEUM collections 39:33,35; figs.1-3,5
CLARK, MRS. CHARLES MARTIN Hostess to Club 40:48
CLARK, E. MABEL "Bring and Buy" sale at residence of 32:43; 33:43 Hostess to Club 27:48 in memoriam 39:50
CLARK, GLADYS V. Hostess to Club 41:44
CLARK, LOIS tapestries woven by 39:50
CLARKE, EDWARD, linen draper mentioned 43:42
CLARKE, GRACE O. in memoriam 43:45
CLAUDIANUS, Latin writer, poem mentioned 31:65 "CLAVI". See Borders
CLEVELAND, MUSEUM OF ART collections 38:7,14; pl.III; 43:27
CLINTON, JULIA MATILDA mentioned 28:46 "CLOUDY SKIES", embroidery 33:23; pl.I
CLOUZOT, HENRI 33:pl.III-A
CLUNY MUSEUM. See Paris, Musée de Cluny
CODEX AUREUS OF ECHTERNACH 39:43
CODEX EGEBERTI OF ECHTERNACH 39:37, 41,43; fig.6
COHEN, DEWITT CLINTON, collection embroidery 29:43; pl.XIV
COLEMAN, MRS. LEIGHTON H. Hostess to Club 43:46
COLLECTIONS. See under names of individual collectors
COLLEONI, MARGHERITA mentioned 27:7
COLONIAL DAMES HOUSE, New York City Club meets at 39:50; 39:51
COLONIAL DAMES, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF, Van Cortland Museum Committee, New York City Club invited by 35:50
COLONIAL DAMES OF AMERICA, Headquarters, New York City meeting at 41:44
COLT, MRS. H. DUNSCOMBE Club hears her talk on "Life in Malta" 27:48 "COMPARISONS IN LACE DESIGN" by Marian Hague 29:3-24
CONCEALED DESIGN. See design mo
tives; Shiraz silks
CONCEALED FIGURES IN PERSIAN PAINTINGS 36:4
CONSTANTINE, emperor of the East mentioned 41:4
CONSTANTINOPLE Churches 41:3 imperial workshops 27:41
CONVENTS embroidery workshops 31:7
COOKE, ELISHA 28:8
COOKE, MARY embroidery by 28:8
COON, CARLETON, mentioned 39:31
COOPER, DAN, fabrics by 32:30 ill., 39 ill.
COOPER UNION MUSEUM, New York City Club attends exhibition "Stitches in Time". 31:78-79 Club hears talk on "Ringwood and the Cooper Union" by Edward Ringwood Hewitt 28:54 Club meets at 36:46; 42:44 collections 28:47; pl.IV; 29:3; 35:49 ill.; 43:31; pl.3; 44:34; 40; pls. 1,2,7 loans from 39:50
"COPE OF THE CATHOLIC KINGS" vestment called 43:27
COPES 35:19,21; 38:4,7,13,15,22,27, 37; pls.I-V, VII-IX; 43:27
COPLEY, JOHN SINGLETON, painter 28:9 portrait by 28:12
COPPERPLATE PRINTING ON TEXTILES 44:38 pl.5
"COPTIC WOOL-WEAVES WITH PATTERNS IN UNDYED LINEN" by R. J. Charleston 30:70-94
"CORONA DELLE NOBILI ET VIRTUOSE DONNE" by Cesare Vecellio 34:7; pl.IV
"Coronation in heaven". See Coronation of the Virgin
"Coronation of the Virgin" by Francesco di Giorgio 37:16; pl.11

Costumes
Bosnian 41:3,4,9; pls.IV,V
Chinese 44:pl.3
Croatian 41:3,4,16; pls.X,XI
Dalmatian 41:3,4,9; pls.VI-IX
Formosan 39:10,15,19; frontispiece,
pl.s.V,VI-IX,XII,XVI
Guatemalan 37:26-36
Italian 37:25
Rumanian 43:7,9,14,16; pls. 1-5,7
8,10
Russian 35:27-48
See also: Iikle of lace collection of
Cummins, Dr. Virginia
Club hears her talk on Iikle collection of
costume 40:48

Cupisnique Horizon. See Chicama
Valley
Cushion Covers
armorial 38:42
embroidered 29:33,39; pls.II,VIII,IX
Hispano-Islamic 35:frontispiece
silk 38:37
tapestry 28:3-4
Cyprus, Persian king 40:9,10

D
Dacians, people 40:11; 43:3
Dalilam province, Persia 39:31
Dalai Lama 34:14,16,21,33
Dalmatia
costumes 41:3,4,9; pls.VI-IX
Dalmatics 38:4,14; fig.1; 43:25,33;
pls.4,5
"Dance of death" 30:4
Dandridge, designer 42:24
Danes 29:28
Danieli, Bartolomeo, of Bologna 34:
5,8,10,12; frontispiece, pl.V
Darlington, Mrs. Herbert S.
Hostess to Club 39:50; 41:43
"Dating a forgery" by Stella Mary
Pearce 44:23-33
Datini Archives, Prato, Italy 38:40
"David and Abigail" 30:45
"David and Bathsheba" 30:45; figs.
33-35
"David and Nathan" 30:45,51; figs.
35,38
"David and Uriah". See Uriah
"David Wrestling with Lion" 27:41,
45; pl.V
Davis, Mrs. Gheradi, portrait of 28:
47; pl.1
Day, Phoebe Lord 28:47
Death Bed Scene 35:pl.VI
Debets, archologist 40:7
De Brys. See Bry
Deerfield, Mass., cushion cover in
28:3
Deesis 31:18,38,39
Davies, Mrs. Joseph E.
Club hears her talk on "Imperial
ecclesiastical robes"; collection
shown 36:47
Club meets at residence of; collection
shown 37:39
DEGUILLONS, JULES, sculptor 28:27
footnote 3
DEI FRANCESCHI, PIETRO DE BENEDETTO
mentioned 44:25
DEITIES
Persian 36:8,12,16,21,22
Tibetan 34:16,20,21,23; pls.IV, VII
"DÉLICES DES QUATRE SAISONS" 33:5;
frontispiece; pl.IX
DENBY, EDWIN H.
Host to Club 39:50
DEPÔTRE, E.
cited 33:3
DEPRESSION IN LACE MAKING 33:33
DERSICES, tribe 40:10
DEREDEL, PIERRE 30:10
DE ROOVER, FLORENCIE EDLER
(Mrs. Raymond)
Club hears her talk on "Lucca,
medieval city of silk" 35:50
"The silk trade of Lucca" 38:28-48
"The silk trade of Lucca during the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries" mentioned 38:47
DE ROOVER, MRS. RAYMOND. See de
Roover, Florence Edler

DESIGN MOTIVES
acanthus bracts 39:41,43
affronted animals 38:37
animal masks 36:5
animals' heads 38:5,10; 40:26
bird and flabellum 39:41,43; fig.7
bird with fish-shaped body 40:16;
pl.II
"bomb-burst" pattern, repeat 40:26;
pl.VI
bow-legged manikins 36:4,12,20
"C" shape branch 40:30,42
carp 32:19
castles 35:10,14; pls.IX,XIV
cauldrons 35:14; pl.X; 36:22
checker-pattern 44:27,29; pl.6
cherubs 38:27; pl.1
Chinese 32:10,23; frontispiece; pls.
I-V; figs.2,3
Chinese cloud Knot ("t'chi") 36:5,
10; fig.2
cloud scroll 32:19
clouds 38:15; pl.X
concealed (void) designs 36:4,5,
8,10-12,16,20-23; figs.1,4,6;
sketches 1-17
diamond repeat 35:14; pl.IV; 39:24;
frontispiece
diaper 30:83
dog-bird 39:41
dragon-shaped bird 38:15; pl.XI
drinking ladies 35:26
"E" shape branch 40:30
Eighteenth and Nineteenth century
sources 33:3-21
equilateral crosses 39:41,43
"feng-huang" 44:37; pl.4
figure-8 34:37,41; figs.1,4
flayed human skin 34:20
fleurs-de-lis 35:14
floral 32:33 ill., 34 ill.; 42:10,12,
14-17; pls.I-X
flowers and birds showing Persian
influence 38:47; pl.VI
foliate in lace 34:5
foliated scroll 29:30; pl.I
foliated stripes 39:35; fig.2
fountain 32:6; pl.II
four auspicious symbols 32:23
"fungus-legs" 32:24
gourd 32:23
grottoes in rock 36:5; fig.2
guidon-shaped rectangles 40:22
homed masks 36:4,5,8,21; figs.3,4,
16
horseman 36:5; fig.3
horseman confronting enthroned fig-
ure 40:16; frontispiece
horses' heads 40:26
human-headed sphynx, appliqué 40:
16; pl.1
hunting, in lace 29:pl.XVIII
ibex heads 36:4
Indo-Nepalese in Tibet 34:17
interlace 31:63
"Kh'ilin" (fantastic beast) 36:4,16;
fig.7; sketch 12
lace, comparisons 29:3-24
lace imitated in embroidery 29:4;
pl.III, no.5
lace imitated in woven silk 29:4;
pl.II
large-scale patterns 32:32
leaping hare 36:5
lions marching 40:25; pl.V
lotus 32:19; pls.I,II,IV
magic sword 32:23
masks 39:27; pl.XVIII
modern trends 32:32
Mongol period void figure 36:16,20;
fig.7; sketches 7,12
Mudejar 35:22
new patterns upset lace industry
33:33
Oriental copies, 33:3
pastoral 33:3; pls.I, XII
"Peri" (winged angels) 36:22
Persian 27:43-44; pls.III,IV; 39:35, 37:41,43
Persian Byzantine 31:66
phallic symbols 36:11-13,16;
sketches 1,2,4,7
phoenix 40:16,31; pl.II; 42:33; pl.IV
pinnacled rocks 36:8,10
plant scrolls 30:84
playing cards 28:fig.6
pomegranate 38:17
repeat factors 32:37
rhombs 34:37-40; fig.3
ring-necked doves 39:37,41; fig.5
Safavid bottle 36:11; fig.1
salamander 44:35; pl.2
sawtooth border 40:22,25; pls.III-V
scrolls for lions' feet 32:23
sea of blood 34:20
"sémé de larmes" 29:pl.XVI, no.1
serpent 36:16,20,22,39:24,27; pl.XVI
Seventeenth century adapted 33:5
silver ingot 32:23
skulls 34:16,20
star design 39:17; pls.X,XI
superimposed arches 40:26; pl.VII
swans 40:32; pl.VIII
swastika 30:80,83
symbolic patterns 36:5,10-12,16,20-23; sketches 1-17; 43:14
Tibetan 34:13
tree of life 35:26
two lilies on a rock, repeat 36:5;
fig.2
two men under a blossoming tree,
repeat 36:3; fig.1
undyed linen on wool 30:71-94
weeping eye 29:52; pl.XVII
"wheel cash" 32:19
whiskered fish 32:19
winged griffon 40:38; pl.XI
woman with a phoenix and dragon
40:31
youth drinking wine 36:8,9,21; fig.4

DESIGNERS

English 42:8,18,22-25,28,31; pls.
I-III,V,VI,VIII-X
French 33:4; 42:7,8,10
Italian 38:33
Persian 36:5

DESIGNS

amorini 32:6; pls.II,III
animal paws 34:39
arabesques 34:13
authorship credited 33:4
baroque in lace 34:5,8,10
geometrical 29:4; 35:10

mithraic 27:45
traced from engravings 30:6

DEPTJH INSTITUTE OF ARTS

collection 34:13,25,29; pls.VIII,IX;
36:8; fig.4

DEUBART, bishop of Durham 29:27
"DEVELOPMENT OF ITALIAN LACE FROM
THE EARLY PERIODS TO THE BAROQUE" by Dr. Marie Schuette
34:3-12

DEVONSHIRE, duke of

collection 29:35; pls.III,V

DEWALD, ERNEST T.

Club hears him talk on "Europe's
treasures under fire" 31:78

"DIADEMA", necklace 35:46

DIAMONDS ON COSTUME 35:47

DIAMONDS, polishing not known 31:27
"DIASPER", silk fabric 38:36-37
"DIASPRUM", silk fabric 38:7,14
weave 38:15,17,27

"DICTIONNAIRE UNIVERSEL DE COM-
MERCE" 28:10

"DIEUX DE L'OLYMPE" 33:pl.VIII

DIGBY, ELIZABETH 29:43

DILLIARD, MAUD ESTHER

Club hears her talk on "Home life
in Dutch New York" 27:49

Hostess to Club 39:50; 44:46

DIMITRI OF OUGLITCH, in embroidery
31:44-49,52; pl.17

"DIONE" (dress after design by Bakst)
44:29; pl.9

DIONYSIUS, icon painter 31:3,4,24

DIPAÅKARA, Buddha 34:33

DIPLOMAT, English, XVI century 35:30

DISEASE, immunity from 34:32

"DIVINE WEEKES AND WROKES", title
page 30:21; fig.15

DIVORCE 31:21

"DJERDA", Yugoslavian garment 41:13; pl.VII

"DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE TRIVUL-
ZIO TAPESTRIES" by William E.
Suida 27:3-39

DOLBEN, REV. SIR JOHN, Bt.,
embroidered quilt 29:43; pl.XII

"DOLOMA", Yugoslavian coat 41:9;
pl.XII

DONATELLO, 37:8
DORA 27:46
"DORJES" 34:20
"DORMITION", embroidery 31:18

DOVE
attribute of goddess Ardi Sura 39:41

DRAGONS 32:23; fig.2; 36:4; 38:13; pl.V; 40:21

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP 29:28

DRAUGHTSMEN 30:6

DRAW-LOOM. See looms.

DU BARTAS, GUILLAUME DE SALLUSTRE 30:21; fig.15

DUBLIN. NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND collections 43:39,42

DUBLIN. ROYAL SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES collection 43:42

DUMBARTON OAKS collection silk 27:41-47; pl.1

DUMERISQUE, PHILIP 28:9

DUNHAM, DR. DONALD
collection 43:pl.1-4,6,9 quoted 43:9,14

DUNSTAN, archbishop, X century 29:28

DUNSTER, HENRY, 1st president of Harvard 28:4

DUOMO, MONZA, Italy 37:13

DUPONT, HENRY F.
Club receives invitation to visit the Winterthur Museum, Wilmington 36:46,47

DUPUIS, CHARLES, engraver 33:pl.VIII

DURA-EUROPOS 27:45

DÜRER, ALBRECHT (1471-1528) 30:4,21

DURHAM, EDITH, cited 41:13

"DUSENGREIKA", Russian jacket 35:32; pl.V

DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY in Formosa 39:5

DUVAL, FRÉDÉRIC 33:33

DYE WORKS 27:46

DYEING 37:30,31,33
ikat technique 31:73 note 1
resist 31:73-77
See also batik; ikat; plangi; tiritik

DYEING INTRODUCED IN CHINA 30:64

DYES
bon teint 32:40
for background material 30:85

indigo 30:73; 32:12
"purpura patula" 37:33
shellfish purple 31:59; 37:33

E

EAGLE AND GRIFFON 35:49

EANSWITHA, embroideress 29:27

EARLY, MRS. WALTER K.
hostess to Club 40:48

"EARLY TEXTILE PRODUCTION IN CHINA"
by Phyllis Ackerman 30:59-69

EARRINGS 35:41

EASTERN SIBERIA
sketch map 40:4

ECCLASISTICAL EMBROIDERY.
See Embroidery, ecclesiastical

ECCLASISTICAL VESTMENTS.
See Vestments, ecclesiastical

ECONOMICS AFFECT FASHIONS 32:32

EDGAR, MRS. JAMES A.
Hostess to Club 43:46

EDGEBWATER, N.J.
Looms established 28:49

EDICT OF NANTES
revocation of 33:31

EDITH, queen of England 29:28

EDLIN, MARTHA 28:7

EDMUND THE MARTYR, king of East Anglia. See St. Edmund

EDUCATION, CHINESE 30:67

EDUCATION ACTS, England 36:35

EDWARD THE CONQUEROR. See William the Conqueror

EDWARD I, king of England 29:29

EDWARD II, king of England 29:29

EDWARD III, king of England 29:29

EDWARD VI, 1537-1553, king of England 30:10
wore embroidered shirt 29:33

EGEBERT CODEX from Echternach
See Codex Egberti

EGYPT
grave-finds 31:57
weaving centers 30:85
"18th and 19th century printed cottons" 33:3-21

"AN 18TH CENTURY SILK-DESIGNER'S MANUAL", by Peter Thornton 42:7-31

EICHSTEDT, BAVARIA
Monastery 31:66

"Ein new modelbuch" 33:29 note 1
EL BRUJO, Peru 31:74

ELEANOR OF CASTILE, queen of England
d.1290 29:29,30

ELEANOR OF ENGLAND (m. Alfonso VIII of Castile, d.1214), textiles from
tomb 35:3; pl.VIII

"Eliezar and rebekah" 30:33,57; figs.29,30

ELIZABETH I, queen of England
book bindings embroidered by 29:33
funeral effigy 29:33
portrait of 29:33,52; frontispiece
wardrobe 29:33

ELSBERG, H.A., collector 28:34

ELSTRACKE, RENOLD, engraver 1571-
1625 30:21; fig.15

ELY CHURCH 29:28

EMBASSY, Polish, XVI century 35:30

THE EMBROIDERERS' GUILD OF ENGLAND.
American branch 44:45

"EMBROIDERY" 44:45

EMBROIDERY
amateur and professional 30:6
Attalic 31:18
Bayeux tapestry 29:27,28
black work 29:33; pl. II; 43:pl.2
"bouclê" 31:21
"broderie en or ou nué" 31:20
background showing through the
pattern 43:14,16; pl.10
bullion 29:49,52; pl.XV, XVII
bullion, how made 31:18
Calthorpe purse 29:35,39; pl.VII
casket 28:7; frontispiece
Chinese 40:30,43; 43:22; 44:36 pl.3
choice of background materials 31:7
designs from engravings 33:3
designs on paper or cloth 31:16
note 13
ecclesiastical 29:28; 31:3-56; 38:5,
17,22; pls.I,III,XIII,XIV
Elizabethan 29:35; 30:7
English 29:27-53; 30:3-57
exhibitions 29:27-53
expensive technique 31:20
faces and hands in unspun silk 31:15
faceted gold 31:21
flax 31:15
Formosan 39:24,27; frontispiece;
pl.XVI,XVII,XIX
fourteenth century 31:4-6
frame 28:47; pl.1
French 38:4-5; pl.1; 44:35; pl.2
gift in 27 B.C. 34:44
gold and silver 31:10,14,27; 35:32
gold wire 31:18,40
hair represented in 31:15,30; pl.10
Hindustan, mentioned 42:34
imitation of lace 29:5; pl.III no.5
India 30:80
Italian 44:54; pl.1
jewels used 31:7,10,15,23,27,29,35,
47,54; pls.3,4
materials 28:6,9; 30:5,7,17,21
See also thread
metalwork imitated in 31:49,53; pl.19
mirror frame 28:7; 29:47; pl.XIII
needlepoint 28:10,14,figs.1,3-6
New England before 1800 28:3-23
New York 28:43
on brocade 35:30,31
on parchment 30:17
"Opus Anglicanum" 29:28
pattern books 30:3
patterns 28:9
pearls used 29:pl.XIV,XVII 31:14,
21, frontispiece,pl.13; 38:pl.XIII
pictures 28:7,8,10,12; fig.1; 30:3-
57; 44:35; pl.2
purl 29:44,52,pl.XV
Rumanian 43:3-21
Russian 31:3-56
shoes 35:44
silk, metal and coral used 44:35; pl.2
"skanny" 31:15
Spanish 43:27,28,31,32; pls.4,5
"Spanish work", misnomer 29:33
Stuart 29:39,43; pl.XV; 30:7,32,45;
fig.22
"stump work" 28:7,8; 29:43; 30:5
note 1,17,45; 31:20
Swedish 38:22,pl.XIII
taught in Boston 28:9
technique, Rumanian 43:16
Tibetan 34:13-35
Tudor 30:45; fig.10,39
unlikely in Coptic bands 30:77,80,
89 note 18
war subjects 33:23-27
wool 31:15
workshops, Russian 31:7,28-54
Swedish 38:22
See also appliqué; pattern books;
samplers

EMBROIDERY STITCHES
buttonhole 43:18; pl.5
chain stitch 40:30; 43:18
couching 31:20, 36 note 16
couching, imitated in bronze 30:61; fig.2
cross-stitch 39:24; pl.XVII; 41:9, 16; pl.s.VI, x; 43:18
Dodecanese 43:18; pl.9
fly 43:9, 18; pl.4
Gobelins 30:7 note 2
herringbone 43:18; pl.6
Holbein 43:18
laid and couched 29:43; pl.X
manuals 28:43
Oriental 28:14
petit-point 30:5, 7, 45
prickrep (couching) 31:20, 30, 38
punto quadro 34:pl.I
punto reale 34:pl.I
punto riccio 34:pl.I
Romanian 43:18; pl.I
satin 43:7, 18; pls.2, 3, 10
satin, in Tibetan work 34:35
tent 29:39, 52; pl.VII; 30:5, 7, 45
two-sided 31:20
variable chain stitch 30:7

EMBROIDERY
Stuart 29:39, 43; pl.XV; 30:7, 32, 45; fig.22

EMERALDS ON EMBROIDERY 31:27

EMIGRATION, FLEMISH TO ENGLAND 29:29

ENACHESCU-CANTEIMIR, MME
"Popular Romanian Dress" mentioned 43:18

ENAMELS 28:37, 41; pls.XIII, XIV; 31: 20; 33:3

ENDCOTT, JOHN 28:6

ENGLAND EXPORTS
thread to Russia 31:18

"ENGLISH DOMESTIC EMBROIDERY AT THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART" by Frances Morris 29:27-53

ENGRAVERS 33:4

ENGRAVINGS USED FOR DESIGNS 30:3; 33:3

ENRIQUE I, tomb textile 35:pl.X

"ENTOMBMENT", See Christ scenes

"ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM" by Giotto 37:4; pl.I

"ENUMA ELISH", See Creation myth

ERA OF ATROCITY (Formosa) 39:6

ERIK THE HOLY, king of Sweden
shroud of 38:5, 7, 17, 27; pl.VI

ESCHENBACH, WOLFRAM VON 35:21

ESCORTIAL, MADRID
collections 39:43

ESPOSIZIONE D'ARTE INDUSTRIALE, Milan
1874 27:39

ESSEX INSTITUTE, Salem, Mass.
embroideries 28:6, 7; frontispiece

"ESTHER AND KING AHASUERUS" 28:7;
30:25, 45, 57; figs.16A,19

EUDOXIA, czarina 35:figs.4, 5

EUDOXIA, Russian princess 31:29

EUPHRAXIA, nun 31:29

EVANGELISTS, symbols of 31:30

EXCAVATIONS
Akhmim 30:83
An-Yang 30:64-65
Antinoe 30:83-85
Berel River 40:6
Ch'angsha', China 40:30, 31, 43
Crimean peninsula 34:37
Dura Europos 27:45; 31:78
Egypt 30:71-94
Faiyum 30:85
German 30:84
Gurgan, Persia 39:31, 33, 35
Herculaneum 28:43
Karâra 30:84
Katanda River 34:44; 40:15, 36
Minusinsk, Siberia 40:6
Noin Ula 30:61
Orléans, France, cathedral 28:25-41
Pazyryk, Altai 30:61; 40:2-47
Peruvian 31:73
Rayy, Persia 36:16, 21; figs.5, 6; 39: 35, 37; fig.4
Shibe River 40:15
Taman peninsula 34:37; 35:42
Uzbekistan 40:6

EXECUTIONS 31:29

EXHIBITIONS
amateur needlework 33:23
"Century of New York needlework and decorative fabrics, 1820-1920" 28:43-52
English domestic embroidery 29:27-53
lenders to 29:52-53
Esposizione d'Arte Industriale, Milan, 1874 27:39
Mrs. Elsie McDougall collection of Mexican and Central American looms and fabrics 37:27
Persian exhibition, London, 1931 36:3
Praising one poem 28:5
Slater memorial museum 32:41
"Stitches in Time" 31:78-79
Textiles recently acquired in Latin America 37:38
Those elegant New Yorkers" 41:45

EXPORTS
lace 33:33
raw silk 38:30; 39:31

Eyck, Jan van, painter
portrait by 38:40

Eyeglasses, effect of
in embroidery 31:45,52; pl.19

F
"Fables choisis" engravings 33:5,
pls.XV,XVI
Fairs 27:47; 33:40; 38:42,44
Falke, Otto von, cited 30:83,84,85;
31:64ff.; 35:19,21; 38:7,14; 39:
37,41,45
Falkland, viscountess 29:33
"Fancy work" 28:43
Fans, feather 35:46
Far Eastern exports, 12th century
29:29
Fars, Persia 36:23; 39:32
Feast of lights, Tibetan 34:32
Feather work 28:9
Fédération de la soierie. See France
"Feed my sheep", design by Raphael
37:16; pls.8,9
Felipe, Don, tomb silk 35:7,14,19
Felt
appliqué work
hangings 40:16,32,34; frontispiece; pl.1
saddle blankets 34:13
saddle covers 40:26; pls.VI, VII
wagon hood 40:32; pl.VIII
stockings 40:16,19
tent 40:32
Fénelon, François de Salignac 32:3
Fedor I, Ivanovich, czar 31:14,28,35,
36; pl.13
Fedor III, czar
death-bed scene 35:pl.VI
Fedosia, seaport 31:23
Fernando de la Cerda (d.1275)
tomb textiles 35:4,22; pls.IV, VII,
XIII,XIV

Ferraro, Francesco 27:36
"Ferronerie" velvets 43:31; pl.4
Fessard, E., engraver 33:pl.V
"Feste flamande", engraving 33:pl.V
Fetis, E., publisher 30:fig.23
Feyerabend, Sigismond, publishers 30:
25
Field, John, publisher 30:fig.41
Filliou (Fillolou, misprint?)
engravings by 28:19; figs.8,10
"Fils tirés" — imitation of lace.
See lace
Finedon Hall, Northamptonshire 29:43
First volunteer Masonic Lodge of
Ireland. See Ireland
"Fishing lady"
embroidery 28:10,12,14; fig.1
Fiske weavers, Vermont
exhibit work 28:51; pl.IV
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
England
collections 29:35; pl.VI; 30:21; figs.
14,22
Five sovereigns 30:60
Flavius. See Josephus
Flax for lace 33:33
Flayed human skins 34:20
Fletcher, Giles, XVI century diplomat
35:30,32,40-41
Flood 29:39; pl.VIII
Florida State University Museum
collections 44:3; pls.1-3
"Flying needle", misnomer 31:61
Flynt, Henry J.
Club hears him talk on "The Pres-
ervation of Old Deerfield" 40:48
Folk arts center, New York City
carpet lent by 28:44; pl.II
visit to 27:49
Folk Museum, Henbury, England
See Blaise Castle House
Foo-chow, China 39:5
Ford, Mrs. Edsel B.,
collection 30:45; fig.33
Forgeries
paintings 44:23-33
Formosa
Dutch occupation 39:5
textiles 39:3-29
tribes 39:3; pl.I map
FURRER, R., cited 33:3
"FOUILLES DE LA CATHEDRALE D'ORLEANS" 28:27 note 4
"FOUR PARTS OF THE WORLD"
copperplate print 44:38 pl.5
FOUSSADIER, JEAN & SONS
tapestry by 28:47; pl.III
FRANCE. DEPT. OF HISTORICAL MONUMENTS 28:27
FRANCE. FEDERATION DE LA SOIERIE 37:16; pls.8,9
FRANCE
Textiles to Russia 31:14
FRANCESCA, PIERO DELLA
See Dei Franceschi, Pietro de Benedetto
FRANCIS I, king of France 27:5
device on embroidery 44:35; pl.2
FRANCIS II, king of France 29:30
FRANCO, GIACOMO 34:8
FRANKFURT-AM-MAIN. STADELCHASES
KUNSTINSTITUT.
collections 44:27; pl.4
FREDERICK II, king of Prussia 38:47
FREER GALLERY, Washington, D.C.
Safavid manuscripts in 36:4
FREKE, JOHN 32:4
FREKE, MRS. JOHN 32:4
FRENCH & COMPANY, New York City
28:pl.III; 33:23
FRENCH REVOLUTION 33:33
FRESCOES 30:4; 31:6,24; 34:41; 35:31;
37:13
FRICK COLLECTION. See Frick Museum
FRICK MUSEUM, New York City
collections 37:19; pl.12
FRIENDS' SERVICE
Club benefit for 29:55
FRIEZE, cloth 34:16; pl.1
FRINGE ON HANDKERCHIEFS 35:44
FROSCHAUER, CHRISTOPHER 33:30; pls.
I,II
FREY, FREDERICK
family dress 44:41; pl.8
FU-HSI 30:60
FUNERAL CHAMBERS 40:14
FUNERAL VEILS. See Shrouds
FURM-ODER MODELBUCHLEIN" 33:29
note 1
FURNITURE 28:4,7,46,47; fig.6; 29:5;
34:39
FURS 35:4,31,32,38,42,44; pl.I, fig.3
G
"GADAN NAMCHODON" 34:32
GAETANI
arms of 38:45.
See also Boniface VIII, pope
GALLÉ, ÉMILE 28:44
GALLINAZO PERIOD 31:73
GALLISON, ABIGAIL 28:12
GALLOW ON RUSSIAN COSTUMES 35:32
GARDINER, MRS. W. TUDOR, Boston
collection 30:32
GARMENTS. See Costumes
GARNETS ON EMBROIDERY 31:27
GARTHWAITE, ANNA MARIA, designer 42:
24,25,28,31; pl.III,V,VI, VIII-X
"GAZETTE DU BON TON" 44:29,31,33;
pl.6-8
GEIGER, DR. AGNES
Club hears her talk on "Medieval
textiles preserved in Sweden"
38:49
"Medieval textiles in the Cathedral
of Uppsala, Sweden" 38:3-27
GELUGPA, order of lamas 34:21,32
"GENRE" scenes 33:3
"GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE"
mentioned 42:31
GERDES, MRS. JOHN
Hostess to Club 32:43; 36:47; 39:50
meeting at residence of 41:44
tea at residence of 44:46
GERMAN ARTISANS IN RUSSIA 31:18
GERMIGNY-DES-PRES, France, church
28:31
GETAE. See Massagetae
GHIRLANDAIO, DOMENICO, painter 37:13
"GHULAM SHIRZADH, 979"
silk piece signed 36:3; fig.1
"GIARDINETTO DI PUNTI TAGLIATI" 34:
3,8
GILAN PROVINCE, Persia 39:31
GILLOT, CLAUDE, engraver 33:5
GILPIN, MRS. JOHN
Hostess to Club 36:46
GIORGIO, FRANCESCO DI
painting by 37:16; pl.II
GIOTTO, paintings by 37:12,13,16; pls. 1-5,10
GIOVANNI, BENEDETTO DI, designer 38:33
GIRDLES. See belts, Yugoslavian
“GIRL MILKING A GOAT” engraving 33:pl.XIV-A
GLADIATORS 27:42
GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART mentioned 44:29
GLASS BEADS ON EMBROIDERY 43:7,9; pls.8,10
“GLORIA ET L'HONORE DE PONTI TAGLIATI A FOGLIAMI” 34:5
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, England linen-weaving industry 36:34,35
GLOVER, REV. JOSE 28:4
GLOVES, embroidered 29:52; pl.XVII
GLUE ON COSTUMES 35:32,41
GOA, Hindustan embroidery mentioned 42:34
GOBELIN, See Embroidery stitches
“GOD OF WISDOM” 34:21,29; pl.X
“GOD THE FATHER” embroidery 31:16; pl.5
“GOD THE FATHER WITH THREE APOSTLES” embroidery 43:27
“GODS VISITING PHILEMON AND BAUCIS” 27:37
GODUNOV, BORIS, czar 31:24,35,38,44
GODUNOV EMBROIDERY WORKSHOPS 31: 28,35-38; frontispiece, pls.12,13
GOHR, MRS. EDWIN J.
Hostess to Club 44:46
“GOING OUT IN THE MORNING” embroidery 28:14
GOLD AND SILVER 28:37; 29:29; pl.III; 31:10,14,27,57-71; 35:32
See also lace, thread
GOLD AND SILVER PLAQUES 31:27; pl.9
GOLD-BEATER'S SKIN 31:68
GOLD FINDS 34:37
GOLD-FOIL 31:68
GOLD WIRE method of making and use 31:18-21
GOLDEN FLEECE, vestments of mentioned 38:22
“GOLDEN HAOMA” (Tree-of-Many-Seeds) 39:41
GÓMEZ-MOREÑO, MANUEL book reviewed 33:3-26
GONZAGA, PAOLA 1488-1518 27:8,38
GOOD FRIDAY 31:12
GORBETS HOTEL, Williamsbridge, New York City 28:47
GORDON, ANTOINETTE Hostess to Club 37:38
“GORYTOS” (quiver) 40:35
GOSTIVAR, Yugoslavia costume showing Turkish influence 41:7; pl.III
GOTHIC REVIVAL 28:43,47
GOTHS, tribe 43:5
GOWER, ANNE, sampler 28:5
GRAECO-ROMAN CULTURE 27:41
GRAPEs OF ESHCOL. See Caleb and Joshua
GRASSET, EUGÈNE 28:44
GRAVE-FINDS 31:57; 40:3-47
GRAY, MRS. PETER. See Powys, Marian
THE GRAY FAMILY, weavers, England 36:34
“GREAT QUEEN”, Tibetan deity 34:20
GREECE, raw silk exported 38:30
GREEK INFLUENCE ON EGYPTIAN TEXTILES 31:68
GREEKS IN RUSSIA 31:24; 35:27
GREEN TĀRĀ, banner of 34:21; pl.IV
GREENAWAY, KATE, mentioned 28:47
GREENLEAF, RICHARD C. 28:37 note 6 collection 32:2-9
GREER, MRS. EDITH Club hears her talk on synthetic fabrics 28:53-54
GRIAZNOV, M.P., archeologist 40:3,5,6
GRIFFINS 28:37; frontispiece, pl.Xa; 31:66; 40:34,41; pl.XI
GRiffITHS, MRS. JOYCE mentioned 30:77
GRÖNWOLDT, DR. RUTH Club hears her talk on “Orphreys woven in Florence and Venice during the Renaissance” 42:45
GROS DE TOURS WEAVE. See Tabby weave
GROSPORM, RAOUl, bishop 28:41
GUATEMALA costumes 37:26-36 textiles 37:30-32
GUATEMALAN WEDDING HUIPILS 37:26-36
GUBBAY, MRS. DAVID, collection 30:17
GUEST, GRACE DUNHAM
  cited 36:4,5,10
GUICHERD, FÉLIX 41:39,40
GUILDS
  embroiders' 29:39; 44:45
  Needle and Bobbin Crafts 28:51;
  pl.IV
GUIPURES 33:31
GUNTER, bishop (d.1064)
  shroud 27:42
GURB, bishop, tomb textiles 35:26
GURGAN MANUSCRIPTS 39:33
GURGAN PROVINCE, Persia
  excavations 39:31,33,35
  silk industry 39:31,33,35
GUTI, Iranian tribe 40:43
GUZMAN FAMILY
  arms of, mentioned 43:27
GYANTSE, Tibet 34:14,32

H
HADRIAN, favorite of 31:63
“HAFFI”, cotton fabric 39:33
HAGUE, MARIAN
  Club meets at residence of: collection of lace shown 38:49
  Club meets at residence of: collection of lace and embroidery shown 34:47
  Club meets at residence of: collection of tapestries shown 39:50
  “Comparisons in lace design” 29: 3-24
  embroidery from collection 44:35; pl.2
  lace from collection 29:pls.I-XIX
  shows American weaves and patterns 27:50
  “Some unpublished laces from the collection of Richard C. Greenleaf” 32:2-9
HAIR DRESS FOR MATRONS AND FOR UNMARRIED WOMEN 35:40,42
HALF-SILKS 35:19,21,22
HALIFAX, England.
  See Bankfield Museum
HAMBURG PAINTER, portrait by 34:frontispiece
HAMLIN, MR. AND MRS. CHAUNCEY J.
  Hosts to Club 40:58; 42:45
HAMMER GALLERIES, New York City
  Club meets at 36:47
HAMPTON COURT PALACE, London
  collections 29:33; 37:8; pls.4,5
HAN DYNASTY 30:67; 34:44
HANDSPINNING SUPERSEDED BY MACHINERY 31:20
HANGINGS
  Chinese dyed fabric 32:19; pl.VI
  English embroidery 29:35; pl.V
  Italian silk 38:36
  Pazyryk, Altai, appliqué work 40: 16,32,34-36; frontispiece,pls.I,II
  Tibetan appliqué work 34:13-35
HANN, GEORGE H.
  collection 30:frontispiece; figs.1-3;
  31:18,54
HANSEATIC LEAGUE 38:3,44
HANSEATIC TOWNS 31:14
HAPSBURG ROYAL HOUSE
  crowned double-headed eagle on
  stamped velvet 43:31; pl.3
HARDWICK HALL 29:33
  See also Devonshire, duke of
HARE, MRS. MONTGOMERY
  Hostess to Club 37:38; 41:44; 43:47
  “HARIR”, silk fabric 39:33
HARKNESS, DOROTHY NORRIS (MRS. NORRIS W.)
  “Romanian embroidery: a dying folk-art” 43:3-21
  See also Harkness, Mrs. Norris W.
HARKNESS, MRS. EDWARD S.
  collection of lace shown 35:51
  gift 29:52; pl.XVII
HARKNESS, MRS. NORRIS W.
  Club hears her talk on “An Introduction to Rumanian embroideries” 42:44
  Hostess to Club 43:47
HARKNESS, NORRIS W., photographer 44: pl.s.1-6
HARPUR, THOMAS, weaver 43:42
HARRISON, EDMUND, embroidery by 29: 39; pl.X
HARVARD COLLEGE, first president 28:4
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
  collections 30:figs.4-9,11,41
  See also Dumbarton Oaks collection;
  Hofer collection
HASKINS, JOHN F.
Club hears him talk on "Burial mounds in the Altai Mountains of Siberia" 39:51
"Pazyryk, the valley of the frozen tombs" 40:3-47
This article mentioned 43:3

HATFIELD HOUSE 29:52

HATHAWAY, CALVIN S.
"The Centre International d'étude des textiles anciens; a progress report" 41:38-40
"The International Centre for the study of ancient textiles" 38:51

HATTI. See Hittites

HAUVETAT, archangel 36:22

HAYFORD CASTLE, England royal cloths of gold in 38:38

HAYNES, ELIZABETH
Club hears her talk on embroidery and embroidery technique 31:79
mentioned 29:4 footnote

HEADRESSES
Alta 40:16,22,29; pl.IV
Formosan 39:frontispiece
Russian 35:41,42,44,46; fig.4; pl.V
See also Kaptur; Kika; Koruna
Yugoslavian 41:5,7,9,13,19,21; pls. I,III,VI,VII,IX,XI

HEADS, artificial, on trees 27:10
"Heart in a boat on a stormy sea", symbolic design on tapestry 42:33;
pl.IX

HEDDERNHEIM, Germany bas-relief from 27:43 pl.III; 45

HEDDLES. See String heddles

HEDIN, SVEN, expedition 31:68

HEELS, high, introduced in XVII century 35:44

HEGEMAN, MISS A.M.
Hostess to Club 31:79

HEINRICH, bishop
textile of 35:21

HELIOPOLIS, Egypt, mentioned 27:46

HELLENISTIC CITIES 30:85

HELLENISTIC TEXTILE PATTERN 27:41

HEMP 30:64,66; 39:16; 43:12

HENRY III, king of England 38:43

HENRY IV, king of France 28:30

HENRY VI, king of England 29:29

HENRY VIII, king of England 29:30,33

HERALDRY
Order of St. Michael 27:7 note 1; pl.II

HERALDRY — ARMS OF
Avalos, mentioned 27:7
Boniface VIII, pope 38:44-45
Borghese 35:49
Calthorpe 29:39; pl.VII
Castile 35:22; pl.XIV; 43:27
Colleoni of Bergamo, mentioned 27:7
Crane, John 29:39; pl.VII
Gaetani family 38:45
Guzman family 35:19; 43:27
Honorius IV, pope, mentioned 38:44
James I, of England 29:39; pl.IX
Leon 43:27
Parker, Sir Henry 29:39; pl.VII
Rethel, Anthony, count of, mentioned 38:42
Rusca family, mentioned 27:39
Sacheverell, mentioned 28:3
Savelli family, mentioned 38:44
Shrewsbury, George Yalbot, 6th earl of 29:35; pl.V
Trivulzio 27:5; frontispiece
Wentworth 29:39; pl.VII
Wythe 29:39; pl.VII

HERBERSTEIN, SIGISMOND, baron of 35:30; pl.III

HERCULANEUM 28:43

HERCULES 27:41

HERO BATTLING WITH KUR. See Kur

HERODOTUS, cited 34:42,44; 40:7-8,36; 43:3
quoted 40:9-10,35-36

HERTER, ALBERT, 1871-1950,
tapestry maker 28:49

HESIOD, cited 40:7

HEWITT, EDWARD RINGWOOD
Club hears him talk on "Ringwood and the Cooper Union" 28:54

HEWITT, ELEANOR GARNER 28:47

HIGGINS, MRS. DUNHAM
Hostess to Club 39:51

HILL, MRS. ROBERT C.
Club meets at residence of 30:95

HILLER, MRS. 28:9,10

HINCHLIFF, THOMAS, mercer 42:17,24, 25,28

HINCKLEY, ROBERT, portrait by 28:47; pl.I

HINCKS, WILLIAM, engraver 43:42

HINDSHLUFF, T. See Hinchliff

HIPPOCRATES, mentioned 40:11
“His divine weeke and worke” 30:21; fig.15

Hispanic Society of America, New York City
   collection 35:26; 43:25

“Historiarum veteris testamenti icones” by Hans Holbein, mentioned 30:4

Historical Monuments, Dept. of, France 28:27. See also France

History of Virgin Mary
   See Virgin Mary

Hittite art, mentioned 40:42

Hittites, tribe 40:43

Huang-nu, nomad tribe 34:44

Hsien-ku 32:23

Hobart Moore Memorial Collection
   curator of 38:50

Hochstatter, Walter 32:29

Hofer Collection, Harvard University
   30:figs.4-9,11,41

Hogarth, William “Analysis of beauty”, mentioned 42:14,15

Hokkaido, Japan 30:61

Holbein, Hans, the Younger, 1497-1543
   artist 30:4

Hole, William 30:21

Holland
   early trade with Russia 31:18,23
   flax finest for lace 33:33
   Roman sarcophagus found 31:64

Holmes, Burton
   lends lantern slides for lecture 27:48

Holstein, duke of 35:30

“Holy countenance”, crucifix 38:29

Holy cross, remains of 28:25

Holy Cross Church, Orléans, France
   28:31; pl.VI

“Holy family” embroidery 38:22

Holy trinity, icon cover 31:25,35;
   pl.12

Holy water vase, Tibetan 34:25

Homer 40:7

“L'honesto esempio” 34:5; pl.II

Honeybourne looms, Aberdeen.
   See looms

Honorius IV, 1285-1287, pope
   arms of, mentioned 38:44
   See also Savelli

Horse-harness
   Altai 40:20-32,34,41; pls.III-VII
   Persian 39:37; fig.3

Horse mortuary, Altai 40:19-21

Horse's mask, horned 40:29,31

Houghton Library
   collections 30:figs.4-9,11,41

House, Swiss lacemaker's 33:41 ill.

Household books 30:7

Howard, Lord William 30:7

Hsi-ling shih 30:60

Hsia Dynasty 30:63,64

“Hsiung-nu” 40:12,43
   See also Huns

Hsuan Yung, Chinese emperor 30:60

Huaca de la Cruz, Peru 31:73

Huang-ti, Chinese emperor 30:60

1

“I.H.S.” monogram in embroidery (for the name Jesus) 43:25

Ibn Haukal, Persian writer
   quoted 39:32

Icon covers 31:9,10,12,16,21,35,45,47;
   pls.3,5,7,12,16,17

Icon painters 31:3-4,29,38,41,54

Icon veils. See icon covers

Icons
   embroidered 31:49; frontispiece; pl. 18
   painted 31:12,16,18,41,49; pls.4,6, 15,19; 35:27,31

“Ila”, Rumanian blouse 43:16; pl.10

“Ikat” (dyeing technique) 31:75-77;
   32:11-12

“Ikat technique and Dutch East Indian ikats” by Charles F. Iklé, men-
   tioned 31:73
See also Lyons. The Centre International

INTERPRETER 35:30

"INVENTIONE NUOVA" 34:8

INVENTORIES 28:3,4,6
  papal, 1295 31:66,67
  Russian 35:30,46

IONIC ART IN ASIA 34:43

IRAN
  textiles 39:30-46

IRAN. See also Persia
  "VUE DES ENVIRONS DE BAYONNE", engraving 33:pl.IV

IRELAND
  First Volunteer Masonic Lodge of, collection 43:42
  free trade with colonies, 1780 43:42
  textiles 43:37-45

IRINA GUDONOV, czarina 31:7,28,35,36

IRISH HOUSE OF COMMONS
  free trade resolution adopted 1779 43:42

"IRISH VOLUNTEERS" (citizens' army)
  43:37,39,40,42; pls.1,2

IRWIN, ELISABETH A., cited 28:51

IRWIN, JOHN. "SHAWLS", mentioned 41:43

"ISAAC, SACRIFICE" 30:6,21,33,56; figs.
  14,28

ISABELLA OF FRANCE, queen of England
  29:29

ISABELLA THE CATHOLIC, queen of Castile
  43:27

"ISPABBAH" (title of governor in Persia) 39:32,33,41

ISSEDONES, tribe 34:42
  See also Issedonians

ISSEDONIANS, tribe 40:10.
  See also Issedones

ISTAKHR, Sassanian Holy City 36:23

ITALIAN ARTISANS IN RUSSIA 31:15,24

ITALY
  costumes 37:3-25
  silk trade 38:28-48
  sumptuary laws 38:42
  textiles (Lucchesi silks) 38:28-48

IVAN III, grand prince of Moscow 31:24

IVAN IV, the Terrible (1530-1584) czar
  31:6,9,10,28,32,35,44; 35:31

LYRCAE, tribe 34:42; 40:35
J
JACOB, MRS. LAWRENCE
Hostess to Club 39:51

"JACOB WRESTLING WITH THE ANGEL"
30:25; figs.16B,17B,18

"JACOB'S DREAM" 30:25; figs.17A,20, 21

JAGUAR TEETH ON CROWN 39:frontispiece

JAIME I OF ARAGON 35:4

JAMSHID, Persian legendary ruler 39:31

"JAMSHID'S PALACE" 39:31
See also "Persepolis"

JAPAN 30:61

JAPANNING 28:9

JAXARTES RIVER 40:10

JEANNE OF LUXEMBURG, wife of Philip
the Bold 38:40

JEANNERET, la maison 33:33

JEANRENAND-BESSON 33:33

JEFFERY, ARTHUR
Club hears him talk on the Qur‘an
32:42

JENSEN, MARGERY, photographer 39:25;
pl.XVI

JEWELS
on costumes 35:30,46,47; pl.1
on embroidery 31:7,10,15,23,27,29,
35,47,54; pls.3,4

JEWISH CRAFTS 31:66

JEWISH MERCHANTS 27:47

JEWISH WEAVERS IN LUCCA, Italy 38:29

JODE, GERARD DE, engraver 30:4,32,33,
45,56; fgs.26-29,32,34,36-38

JOHN V (1706-1750) king of Portugal
established tapestry manufactory
42:34

JOHN THE FEARLESS, duke of Burgundy
38:38,40; pl.V

JONI, ICILIO FEDERICO, painter 44:23

JONTE, JACQUES, les héritiers de 30:25

JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS, 37-95?, historian
30:4,25; fgs.18-20

"JOSHUA, SON OF NUN"

design by Procopius Tchirin 31:4,
41; pl.14

JOSHUA. See also "Caleb and Joshua"

JOUANAN, MILLE, flower painter 33:4

"JOURNAL DES DAMES" 44:33; pl.9

"JOURS", See Lace

JOUY-EN-JOSAS, France 33:4

JOUY, MANUFACTURE DE. See Versailles

JOY, toiles de 33:3-21

"JU-i", SCEPTER'S HEAD 32:19,23

"JUDGMENT OF SOLOMON"
embroidery 29:35,43; pl.XV; 30:32;
fig.22
engraving 30:32; fig.23

"JUGENDSTIL" 44:29,33

JUILLIEN, MME H. H. DE
taught lace-making 33:36

JUPITER, Indian equivalent 34:20

JUSTINIAN I, 483-565, Byzantine em-
peror 27:42,46

K

KABUL, Afghanistan 34:43

KABYLS, people 36:12

KACHALOV, NIKITA 31:47

KAFFA, seaport 31:23

KARN, GILBERT W. & ROGER W.
gift of 42:33,34; pls.I-IX

KALIMPOONG, Bengal 34:16

KAMA RIVER REGION, Russia 34:43

"KAMKA" (damask) 31:14,47

KANGUI CULTURE, Khorezm 40:6

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
See Nelson, William Rockhill, gal-
lery of art

KANSAI PROVINCE, China 30:60;34:32,35

"KAPTUR" (Russian winter hat) 35:42;
fig.4

KARACHAR 34:43

KARARA, textile from 30:79 fig.3

KAROLIK COLLECTION, Boston. Museum
of Fine Arts
embroidered pictures 28:14,19; fgs.
4,7,9

KATANDA RIVER. See Burial mounds

KAWAGUCHI, Japanese scholar 34:33

KEBBEN, MRS. ERIC
elected treasurer 29:54

KEELUNG, Formosa 39:5

KELLOGG, MRS. F. LEONARD
Hostess to Club 34:47

KEMPE, JOHN, of Flanders 29:29

KENDRICK, A.F., cited 29:33,39; 30:83

"KENTUCKY CARDINAL" design 32:38 ill.

KERCH, Russia, textile from 34:37; pl.
A, fig.1
“Kermesse flamande”, design 33:5; pl.V
Kerr, George H.,
   collection 39:pl.XIII
Kever 30:5
Khersonesus, Russia 35:27
Khilander Monastery, Mount Athos
   31:6
“Kh’i-lin” (Chinese fantastic beast)
   See Design motives
Khorezm 40:6
Khurshid (Ispahbad) 39:32
Khursraw I Anushirvan, Sassanian king
   36:11; 39:33
Kika (Russian head-dress) 35:41; pl.V
Kiku Tower 34:33
Kinderland, Louise
   Club hears her talk on Quakers’
   work in Europe 30:95
   presented with check for Friends’
   service 30:95
King, Mary Elizabeth
   “An unusual border construction
   from Peru” 41:22-27
“King Khursraw performing a Vernal
   Equinox Tree-Rite” 36:11
Kinnoull, Archibald Fitzroy George
   Hay, 12th Earl of collection 30:7
Kiselev, S.V., archeologist 40:6,7
Kleinwachter, George, cited 39:3
Kleiser, Lorentz, tapestry designer
   28:49
Klimt, Gustav, painter
   portrait by 44:29; pl.5
Knitting 35:4
Knotted Openwork Ground.
   See Weaving technique
Koch, Mrs. Albert C.
   Club hears her talk on “References
   to dress in Trollope’s novels”
   33:42
Kohler, Wisconsin. American club
   tapestry map for 28:51
Koreisha, M., excavation by 34:37
“Kortel” (Russian coat) 35:38
“Koruna” (Russian head-dress) 35:
   42,44
“Kostiju” (Yugoslavian tunic) 41:5,
   7,9; pls.I,II,V
Kozlov Expedition 34:41
Krefeld, Germany. Textile Engineering
   School
   collections 38:33; pl.II
“Ku-Lu Ch’ien” 32:19
Kuldja District 34:43
Kumbum 34:32
Kuo Ch’In Wang
   robe from the tomb of 44:38 pl.3
“Kur Battling with Hero”, tapestry,
   Phoenician, mentioned 36:8
Kurgans. See Burial mounds
“Kushkashshi”, silk fabric 39:33
Kweichow, China 32:12
Kyrenia, Syria, excavation 27:45

L
“Laboratory, or School of Arts”,
   by G. Smith
   mentioned 42:7,12,24-26,29,31
Lace
   “Bloemwerk” ground 32:6; pl.is.III-B
   blonde 33:33,41; pl.III
   bobbin 29:4; 33:29
   bobbins 33:31; pl.V
   “bollets” 33:38; pl.VI-A
   “brides”, or tie-bars 32:4; 34:8
   Brussels 29:5,24; pl.XII,XIV no.2,
   XVI no.1-XVIII; 32:6; pl.II,III
   Burano 29:pl.XVI no.2
   “candelabre” pattern 29:5; pl.IX
   cap crowns 29:24; pl.XVII; 32:3
   “claret” 33:38,41
   clergy wear 32:3
   collars 32:4; frontispiece, pl.1
   competition brings depression to
   Swiss 33:33
   cost of patterns 34:12
   cut work 34:3,8; pl.II
   design comparisons 39:3-24
   development of 34:3-12
   drawnwork effect 29:pl.XV
   drochel ground 29:16; pl.XVI no.1
   earliest form 29:4
   ecclesiastical use 33:33
   “false Spanish” 29:pl.III, nos.3,4; 34:
   8,10
   filet 33:36,41; 34:pl.V
   “fils tirés” 29:pl.XV no.2
   Flemish bobbin 29:5
   Flemish or Italian 32:pl.1
   flounce 32:3,6; pl.II,III
   “fond à la vierge” 33:38
   “fond clair” 33:38
   “fond de mariage” 33:38
"fond de neige" 33:38
forbidden 28:5
French 29:4,5; pls.XVI no.1, XIX
gold or silver 29:pl.XVII; 33:32,38,
42,44

gold thread in 32:pl.I
"Gros Point de Venise" 29:pl.VI no.1
ground, new type sought 33:33
history 34:3-12
imitation 29:3,5; pl.XV
in portraits 29:26; frontispiece
industry 32:4; 34:12
"Intagliata" 34:8
Italian 29:24; pl.I; 34:3-12; 35:49 ill.
"jours" 34:8
lappets 32:3
machine 33:35,40
Malines, See lace – Mechlin
manufacturers 33:33
Mechlin 29:5; pl.XI
men wear 32:3
"mignonette" 33:38
Milanese bobbin 29:pl.VI, no.2
mortgage to buy 29:7
needlepoint 29:4,5; pl.XIX; 34:5; pls.
VI, VII; 35:49 ill.
on shoes 35:44
paper 29:3
parchment foundation for 34:5
pattern books 33:28-41; 34:3-12
pattern prickling 33:pl.V
pillow for making 33:31,36; pl.VI-A
"point coupé" 34:7
Point d'Angleterre 29:24; pl.XVII
Point de Dresde 29:5; pl.XV no.2
"point d’esprit" 33:38
"Point de France" 29:4,5; pl.VII;
32:6
"Point de Saxe" 29:pl.XV no.2
"Point de Sedan" 29:5,24; pl.X
"Point de Venise à réseau" 29:pl.
XIV no.1
prizes for patterns 33:33
"punto a fogliami" 34:5; pl.II
"punto di Spagna falso" 29:4;pl.III,
nos.3,4; 34:8
"punto in aria" 34:5,8; pls.I,III
"punto tagliato" 34:3,5,8; pl.I
rabbets 32:5,6,9
rare in paintings before mid-XVI
century 29:3
Renaissance 34:10
represented in embroidery and bro-
cades 29:3
"reticello" 29:pl.I; 34:7,8; pls.I,IV
"Rose point" 29:pl.VI
rosellines 29:5
sampler 35:51
silk 33:33; pl.III-B
sleeve garniture 32:3
Swiss 33:28-41
technique and design 29:4,5
thread for 33:31; pl.V
unpublished 32:3-9
Venetian 29:5; pls.V, no.1, VI, no.2,
VIII, IX, XIV; 32:frontispiece; 34:
10; pls.VI, VII
"vrai réseau" ground 29:pl.XVI no.1

"A LACE GUIDE FOR MAKERS AND COL-
LECTORS" by Gertrude Whiting,
mentioned 35:51

LACEMAKER'S
house 33:38,40,41 ill.
lamp 33:40; pl.VI-B

LACEMAKERS
women 34:3,12

LACE-MAKING CENTERS, Swiss 33:41

LACE-MAKES 33:41

LACE WORKERS IN NEW YORK 28:51

LADAKH 34:20

LADIES' NEW YORK CLUB 28:47

LA FARGE, JOHN, 1835-1910, artist
mentioned 28:44

LAFAYETTE, MARIE JOSEPH, marquis de
1757-1834 28:44

LA FONTAINE, JEAN DE, 1621-1695 28:19

LA FONTAINE'S FABLES, engravings 33:
5; pls.XV, XVI

LAITAII, MRS. MARGARET 28:9

LAKE, MRS. MARGARET 28:6

LAMASERY 34:13,16,20,33

LAMP
lacemaker's 33:40; pl.VI-B
Tibetan butter 34:33

LANCRE, NICOLAS 33:5

LANDAUER, MRS. BELLA C., gift from
42:51

LANZA, VON, collection, London
cited 31:54

LAPPETS. See Lace

LARCO, RAFAEL, collection (Chiclin)
31:74

LARDNER, DOROTHY 28:37

LARKIN, MR. AND MRS. LAWRENCE
Club hears talk on their trip in
Orient 41:43

"LAST JUDGEMENT" by Giotto 37:4;
pl.2
“A LATE-ANTIQUE TAPESTRY MEDALLION”
by Vivi Sylan 31:57-71

“LAVANDIÈRES”, drawing 33:pl.XIV-B

LAW REPRESENTED BY LION 34:29

“LAZARUS” 30:6

LEADBETTER, DOROTHY
Club hears her talk on “Variety a primary factor in Mexican textiles” 41:44

LEASE, MRS. H.G.
See Longfield, Ada K.

LEATHER 30:63; 31:23,68; 34:13,14,17,29,35:44

LEATHER BAGS COPIED IN POTTERY 30:61

LEBET, DAVID, et fils Victor 33:33

LEIGH, ANNE CORNWALEYS, embroidereress 30:17; fig.12

LEGISLATION AGAINST LUXURY
See Sumptuary laws

LEGISLATION FOR WOOLEN MANUFACTURE 28:4

LEGISLATION SUMPTUARY LAWS 29:3

LEHMANN-CONNER CO., fabric by 32:34
ILL.

LEINFESTER, lord, mentioned 43:39

LEIPZIG FAIR 33:40

LEXLIP, Ireland
printed linen from 43:37; pl.1

LEMAN, JAMES, designer 42:8,22,24,29; pl.II

LENINGRAD. RUSSIAN STATE MUSEUM
collections 31:39,41,44

LÉON, arms of 43:27

LEONOR, queen of Aragon (d.1244), tomb textiles 35:4; pls.V,VI

LE PAUTRE, JEAN 33:5

LERIDA, silks cited 35:10,14

“LETNIK”, Russian garment 35:32; fig.1;pl.VII,47 endpiece

“LETTRES ÉCRITES DE LA MONTAGNE”,
by J.-J. Rousseau 33:31

LE VEAU, JEAN JACQUES ANDRÉ, engraving by 33:pl.IV

LEVERETT, JOHN, 1616-79, 28:7

LEVERETT, MARY & ELIZABETH,
embroidery by 28:frontispiece; 7

LEVERHULME, VISCOUNT, collection
embroidery 30:7

LEVISON, Lady 29:35

LEYDEN. RIJKSMUSEUM VAN OUDENHEIDE 31:64

LHAMO, Tibetan deity 34:20

LHASA, Tibet 34:14,16,20,34

“LIBER GENESIS” 30:5

LIBRA, monetary unit 27:32 footnote

“LIBRO DI DIVERSI DISEGNI” 34:8,12

LIEBES, DOROTHY
Club hears her talk on her handloomed fabrics at her studio 34:46

“LIENZO”, cloth weave 35:5

“LIFE IMPROVEMENT MOVEMENT”, FOMO

“LĪ KĪ” 30:67

LILLE 33:33

LIMA, Peru. MUSEO NACIONAL DE ANTRÓPOLOGÍA Y ARQUEOLOGÍA
collections 41:23,27; pls.I-A,B

LIMITATIONS OF MATERIAL, unknown theory 31:63-64

LINDBLOM, ANDREAS
mentioned 38:22

“LING-CHIH CHIAO” 32:24

LINLITHGOW CASTLE 29:33

LIPPI, FRA FILIPPO, painter 37:19; pl.12

LISBON. MUSEU NACIONAL DE ARTE ANTIGA
collections 42:34

LISBON. MUSEU NACIONAL DE ARTE ANTIGA
collections 42:34

LISTON, MRS. ARTHUR
Hostess to Club 39:50

LI T’IEH-KUAI 32:23

LITTLE, FRANCES POND (MRS. WILLIAM NELSON)
In memoriam 43:45

“Textiles from the excavations in the Orléans Cathedral” 28:25-41

LITURGICAL LAW 1576, Sweden 38:4

LIVESAY, RICHARD, painter
portrait by 43:42; pl.2,right

“LIZARDING” 30:21

LOCHLEVEN CASTLE 29:33

LONDON, bas-relief found 27:45; pl.IV

LONDON IN XII CENTURY 29:29

LONDON, NATIONAL GALLERY
collections 38:38; 44:23,27,33; pls.1,3
painting in 27:37
LONDON. NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
collections 43:pl.2
pictures in 29:26 ill.,pl.IV
LONDON. ROYAL ACADEMY
Persian exhibition 1931 36:3
LONGFIELD, ADA K. (MRS. H. G. Leask)
mentioned 43:37,42,43
LOO, C.T., AND CO. 30:61; fig.2; 32:29
LOOMS 30:71,77,80-82,85,86; 36:35;
39:10,21,24; pl.s.III,IV,VI,XV;
41:22,37,42:22; 44:15-21; pl.s.1-5
LORENZO DEI CAVALIERI, 27:35
LOTUS BEARER 34:25; pl.VIII
LOTZ, ARTHUR, bibliography 34:3-12
LOU-LAN, CHINESE TURKESTAN
textiles found 34:41; fig.3
LOUIS VI, LE GROS, KING OF FRANCE 28:
37
LOUIS XII, KING OF FRANCE 27:5
LOUIS XIV, KING OF FRANCE 28:27 foot-
note 3; 32:3,6
LOUVRE
portrait in 29: frontispiece
LOUVRE. MUSÉE DES ARTS DÉCORATIFS
collections 27:39; 32:4; 33:4; fron-
tispiece; pl.s.IV-IX XIII, XV; 37:
12
LOW-COST PRODUCTION 32:40
LOWLE, ELIZABETH 28:6
LOWLE, JOHN
inventory 28:6
LOWNES, HUMPHRAY 30:21
LUCCA, ITALY
Jewish center 38:29
silk industry center 38:28-48
silk trade with Western Europe
38:42-44
LUCCA, ITALY. PALAZZO MANSI
collections 38:47; pl.VI
LUINI, BERNARDO (?1465-?1540)
painter 27:39
“LU-SSU WO LIEN” 32:19
LÜ TUNG-PIN 32:23
LUTE-STRINGS 30:64
LUTERSTRING BROCADES. See Textiles,
silk, English
LUXURY FORBIDDEN IN DRESS. See
Sumptuary laws
LYDDA, PALESTINE 27:46
LYONS, SILK WEAVING CENTER 42:8
LYONS. CENTRE INTERNATIONAL D’ÉTUDE
des textiles anciens 38:51;
41:38-40
LYONS. CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE 41:38
LYONS. ÉCOLE DE TISSAGE 41:39-40
LYONS. MUSÉE HISTORIQUE DES TISSUS-
collections 27:42; 31:64; 43:27,31,
35; pl.3
LYONS. TEXTILE MUSEUM. See Lyons.
Musée historique des tissus
M
M., R., pattern book by 33:30; pl.s.I,II
MCALLISTER, HANNAH E.
arranged display of shawls 41:43
Club hears her talk on her travels
in the Near East, and on the
variety of Persian ancient tex-
tiles 35:50-51
MACARIUS, Metropolitan 31:29
MCC. MARSH, MRS. ROBERT
Hostess to Club 36:47; 39:50
MCCLELLAND, NANCY
Club hears her talk on decoration
“Things we have lived with”
31:79
MCCONNELL, FRANK A.
plays hymns for Club 27:49
MCCORMICK, ELIZABETH DAY, COLLECTION.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts 30:
17; 33:42; 44:46
MCCORMICK, MILDRED
Hostess to Club 34:47; 39:50
MCDONALD, DAVID 34:16
MCDougall, MRS. ELSIE
collection 37:27,33
MACES, CARRIED BY WOMEN 35:46
MCGOVERN, JANET 39:27
MACHINE AGE 28:43
MACINTOSH, CHARLES RENNIE
mentioned 44:29
MCELY, MRS. ROBERT
Hostess to Club 40:48
MACLEOD, RODERICK A., MISSIONARY 34:
34
MADONNA. SEE ALSO VIRGIN MARY
“MADONNA AND CHILD WITH ST. JOHN”
by Carpaccio 44:pl.4
“MADONNA AND SAINTS” 37:pl.16
“MADONNA BELVEDERE” by Ottaviano
Nelli
mentioned 37:13
“Madonna della Sedia” by Raphael, mentioned 37:13

Madonna of Tournay, statue 38:38

Magazines, women’s 28:43

Magdaleniang period 30:63

Magyars, people 41:3

Mahmud of Ghazna 39:33

Mailey, Jean E.
   Club hears her talk on "An aristocracy of robes — Four hundred winters — Four hundred springs of Japan" 43:47

Mailia, father de, mentioned 39:6,24

Mainyu Spenta 36:16,22; sketch 7

Maitreya, Buddha of the future 34:25,33

Malay language 32:11

Malool, Emma A.
   Hostess to Club 29:54

Manas 34:43

Maniple 38:4-5

Mānjuśrī, Bodhisattva 34:21,29; pl.X

Mannowsky, Dr. Walter
   "Der Danziger Paramentenschatz, Kirchliche Gewänder und Stik-kereien aus der Marienkirche" mentioned 38:44

Mansard, Jules Hardouin, c. 1646-1708, architect 28:27 note 3

Mansur, caliph 39:32

Manettina, Andrea, painter designs 37:8; pls.4,5

Manueline period, Portugal mentioned 42:34

Manufacture de Jouy. See Versailles

Map, tapestry 28:51

Maps
   Chinese trade routes 34:pls.B,C
   Eastern Siberia 40:4
   Rumania 43:5; pl.2

Marble buttons 30:61

March, year begins in 27:8

Margaret of Anjou, queen of England 29:29

Margaret of Flanders, Duchess of Burgundy 38:40

Margaret, queen of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden robe of 38:22,25

Maria de Almenar
   textile from coffin of 35:19; pl.XI

Maria Feodorovna, czarina, wife of Ivan IV 31:9

Maria Ilinishna, czarina 35:pl.1,47 endpiece

Maria of Tver
   funeral veil made for 31:4,6; pl.I

Maria Temrukova, czarina 31:10

Marie Antoinette, queen of France 29:21

Marignano, Italy, battle 27:5

Marr, n. 1a., archaeologist 40:7

"Marriage of the Virgin" by Giotto 37:16; pl.10

Married women
   hair hidden 35:40,44
   headdress 35:41,42; pl.V

Marsh, MRS. JOHN B.
   Hostess to Club 41:44

Marsh, MRS. ROBERT MCCURDY
   Hostess to Club 41:44 meeting at residence 41:44

Marshal of France 27:5

Martha, called Veselka, nun 31:47,49

Martha, czarina 35:pl.VI

Martin, Mrs. Alan R.
   Hostess to Club 44:46

Martin, MRS. CHARLES B.
   Hostess to Club 40:48

Martin, MRS. HORACE M.
   Hostess to Club 33:43

“Martyrdom of St. John the Baptist” embroidery 38:27; pl.1

Mary II, queen of England 28:7

Mary, dowager queen of England embroidery lent by 29:43; pl.XI

Mary, queen of Scots 29:30,33 portrait 29:33; pl.III

Mary. See also Three Marys; Virgin and Child; Virgin Mary

Masaccio, Thomas, painter 37:8

Masassès de Seignelay, bishop 28:41

Mashad, Persia
   shrine at 36:3
   silks from 36:4

Masolin da Piancale, painter 37:13

Massachusetts. Probate court records 28:3
MASSACRE OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW 33:31
MASSAGETAE, people 40:9-12,43; 43:3
See also Getae; Ta Yuich-chih;
Thyssagetae
MASTER E.S., German artist 38:22
MAS'UDI, scholar 36:23
MATERIAL, limitations of 31:64
MATILDA, countess of Tuscany 38:30
MATILDA, queen of England 29:28
MATTHEY, MÉLANIE, lace designer 33:34
MAXIMILIAN I, emperor 27:5
MAY, CATHERINE 28:14
MAY, FLORENCE LEWIS.
"Silk textiles of Spain", mentioned
43:35
MAZANDERAN, Persia. See Tabaristan
MAZDEAN TEXTS, translated 36:23
MAZDEANISM 36:21
MAZDEANS, Persia 36:23
"MEADOW LARK" design 32:30 ill.
MEDALLIONS
enamel 28:41; pl.XIV
tapestry weave 31:57-71
"MEDEIVAL TEXTILES IN THE CATHEDRAL
OF UPSALA, SWEDEN", by Agnes
Geijer 38:3-27
MEDITERRANEAN, early trade routes to
China, map 34:40; pl.B
MEISTER DER HEILIGEN SIPPE 38:22
MELEGANO. See Marignano
"MELPOMENE" by Herodotus
mentioned 40:35
MEMBERSHIP FEES 44:44
MERCER, MRS. WILLIAM R.
Hostess to Club 33:42
MERCHANT CLASS IN CHINA 30:67
MERCHANTS
Alexandrian 27:41
English 35:31
Greek 34:42
Italian 29:29; 38:40,42
Jewish 27:47
Scythian 34:42
Woman 33:40
MERICAN, MATTHEW 30:25,54; fig.40
MESOCO, counts of 27:7
METCALF, MRS. JESSE
Illustration courtesy of 33:39; pl.
VI-B
METELLUS SCIPIO, first century B.C.
40:38
"METHODE" 30:59,60
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, New
York City
amateur needlework 33:23
Club attends preview of the Costume
Institute and Allied collections
30:96; 31:78
Club invited to 35:51
Club invited to a preview of Exhibition
of French tapestries 31:79
Club invited to a private view of
"Great rugs of the Orient and
enamelled Islamic glass" 28:55
Club invited to exhibition of English
domestic needlework of the XVI-
XVIII centuries 29:54
Club meets at 38:49; 41:43; 42:44;
43:47
Club meets at, to study lace collection
30:95
collections 27:45; pl.V; 28:12,49;
29:pls.XVI,XVII; 30:fig.2; 31:54;
33:pls.III-B,IV, p.28,pls.1,II; 34:
13,29,35; pls.X-XI; 36:5; fig.2;
37:pl.13; 38:7; 42:33; 34; pls.I-X;
43:31,43; pls.1,4; 44:36-38; pls.
3-5
English domestic embroidery 29:27-
53; 30:96
Library collections 42:31
visits to 28:54-55; 34:47
METROPOLITANS, Russian 31:6,29
in embroidery 31:4; pl.1
"LE MEUNIER, SON FILS ET L'ÂNE"
engraving 33:5; pl.s.XV,XVI
MEXICO 33:33,36
MIAO, people 32:11
MICHAEL, archangel 31:41; pl.14
MICHAEL FEODOROVICH, czar, wife of
35:figs.4,5
MICHIGAN, UNIVERSITY OF, collections
30:83
MIERVELT, JANSZEN VAN, 29:9
portrait by 29:frontispiece
MIGNERAK "La pratique de l'aiguille
industrieuse" 34:8
MIGRATORY TRIBES 34:42
MILAN, Italy, tapestries in 27:3
MILKY WAY, in Chinese myth 30:66
MILKY WAY, in Persian myth 36:20
MILLER, V. ISABELLE.
Club hears her talk on: "Eighteenth
century costumes worn in New York” 34:47, and on exhibition
"Those elegant New Yorkers" 41:45

MILLIKEN, MRS. GERRISH H.
Club meets at residence of 27:49; 34:46

MILTON, MRS. DAVID
Hostess to Club 31:78

MINER, MRS. ELIZA Y., carpet by 28:44;
pl.II

MING DYNASTY 34:29
Dragon Robe, embroidery 43:22
tapestry 44:37; pl.4

MINNS, K.H., "Scythians and Greeks",
cited 34:42,45

MINUSINSK, Siberia, excavations 40:6

"MIRACULI S. ERICI RÆGE ET MARTYRIS"
mentioned 38:7

MIRROR, embroidered frame 29:43; pl.
XIII; 38:5

"MIRROR OR GLASSE OF THE SYNNEFUL
SOUL" 29:33

"MISE EN CARTE" 42:22

MISTRA, Greece, museum 27:46

MITHRAS, Persian deity 27:42-45; pls.
III,IV

"MITRA", silk robes 39:32

MOCHICA PERIOD, Peru 31:73
weaving 37:35

"MODELBÜCHER" 34:3

"MODRINA" (Yugoslavian coat) 41:13;
pl.VI

MOLDAVIA, prinincipality 43:5,9

MONASTERIES
Russian 31:6,9,10,24,36
Tibetan 34:34

MONGERI, GIUSEPPE 27:36

MONGOLIA 34:14,16,20,41,42

MONKS, MRS. ROBERT C.
In memoriam 28:56

MONOPOLY OF SILK MARKET 27:46

MONTONE DESIGNS 33:4

MONTEFELTRO FAMILY, mentioned 44:23

MONTENEGRO 91:4

"MONTHS OF THE YEAR" tapestries 27:3-39; pls.III-XVI

MOORE, HOBART, collection. Yale Uni-
versity Art Gallery 36:10; 39:
fig.4
collection shown 37:39

MOREAU LE JEUNE 33:5
MORENO, MANUEL GÓMEZ
book reviewed 35:3-26

MORGAN, J. PIERPONT, collection.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York City 27:45; pl.V

MORGAN, MRS. JOHN WILLIAMS
Hostess to Club 39:50; 42:44,43:46
meeting at residence of 38:49

MORGAN LIBRARY, New York City
collection 30:17; figs.12,13

MORICONI, GIOVANNI, merchant 38:40
note 3

MORIGIA, PAOLO, padre, cited 27:7

MORRIS, FRANCES
"Bring and Buy" sale at residence of 27:49; 28:55; 29:55
Club meets at residence of 29:54
in memoriam 38:50
Talks on lace held at residence of 30:95
"English domestic embroidery at
The Metropolitan Museum" 29:
27:53
"Notes on an early silk weave" 27:
41:47

MORRIS, WILLIAM, 1834-96, artist
mentioned 28:44,49

MORTGAGE TO BUY LACE 29:7

MOSAICS 27:42; 28:31; pls.IV,V; 31:
63; 41:4

MOSCOW
gold thread made 31:18

MOSCOW, ARMORY MUSEUM
collections 31:27,44; 35:18

MOSCOW, CATHEDRAL OF THE ASSUMPTION
31:35

MOSCOW, HISTORICAL MUSEUM
collections 31:4; pl.I

MOTTA, EMILIO archivist 27:7 note 3

MOTTOS. See Inscriptions

MOUNT ATHOS 31:6; 41:3

MOZAC, France, textile found 27:42

"MUBRAM", silk fabric 39:33

MUDEJAR WORK 35:10,21-22; pl.X
See also Textiles, Mudejar

MULBERRY 30:64,66

MULLER, JOHANNIS, engraver 30:54;
fig.41

MUMMIFIED BODY 35:4
Munsell System (color notation). See Textiles, ancient
Münsterberg, o., cited 34:41
“Murder of Prince Dimitri” embroidery 31:44, 45, 47, 52, 53; pl.16
Murphy, mrs. Michelle
Club hears her talk on “Historic techniques and their use in contemporary design” 35:50
Musée de Cluny. See Paris. Musée de Cluny
Musée des Arts Decoratifs. See Louvre. Musée des Arts Decoratifs
Musée Historique des Tissus, Lyons. See Lyons. Musée Historique des Tissus
Museo Nacional de Antropología y Arqueología. See Lima, Peru
Museum of the City of New York. See New York
Museums
presents to 28:55
Music
lace-making to 33:40
“Myang-c’ung” 34:14
Myer, John Walden
Host to Club 41:45
Myth
Chinese 30:66
Persian 36:8, 12, 20
Mythological Motives
Persian 27:43-44; pls.III,IV; 36:8, 11,12,16,20,22

N
Naked Child, symbol 31:45
“Nanc’en” 34:14
Naples. Museo Baribonico 31:64
Napoleon 33:33; 35:3
“Naskhi” (cursive calligraphic) inscription 36:3
“Nathan and David” 30:45, 51; figs. 35,38
National Gallery. See London, National Gallery
National Museum of Ireland. See Dublin
National Portrait Gallery. See London. National portrait gallery
National Society of Antiquarians of France 27:28
See also Antiquarians
National Taiwan University. See Taipei, Taiwan
“Nativity” embroidery 44:34; pl.1
Navajo Sand-painters 36:12
Naworth Castle 30:7
Naxos, Greece
embroidery mentioned 41:5
Nazca Period, Peru
textiles of 37:33; 39:48
Napoli 27:46
Near East
manufactures 31:66
Necklaces, Russian “diadema” 35:41, 46
Needham, Wesley e.
translation by 34:32
Needle and Bobbin Club
special exhibition arranged for 37:38
Needle and Bobbin Club. Exhibition Committee
exhibition arranged by 28:43-52
Needle and Bobbin Club. Historical note 44:44
Needle and Bobbin Crafts, Guild of. exhibits 28:51; pl.IV
“Needle Etchings” 28:47
“Needle-painting” 38:17,22
Needlepoint. See embroidery; lace
Needles, bone 30:63
Needlework. See embroidery
Needlework Championship 28:47
Nelli, Ottaviano di Martino, painter 37:13
Nelson, William Rockhill, Gallery of Art, Kansas City, Mo.
Tibetan collection 34:13,21; pl.V
Neo-classicism
mentioned 28:43
Neolithic Period 30:61,63,65-66
Nepalese Traditions 34:29
Nero 40:38
Neuchâtel 33:30
“Neue kunstliche Figuren biblischer historien” 30:4
NEVINSON, JOHN L., cited 30:5 note 1
“New book of Chinese ornament” by
Jean Pillement
mentioned 42:22

NEW ENGLAND NEEDLEWORK
before 1800 28:3-23

NEW YORK CITY. HISTORICAL SOCIETY
visit to 38:49

NEW YORK CITY. METROPOLITAN MUSEUM
OF ART. See Metropolitan Museum

NEW YORK CITY. MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF
collections 28:43; pl.I; 44:40,41;
pls.7,8
Club meets at 34:47; 41:45
exhibitions 28:43-52; 41:45

NEW YORK CITY. PUBLIC LIBRARY
collections 30:figs.26-29,32,34,36,
38,40; 33:pl.VIII

“New York Needlework and Decorative Fabrics,” 1820-1920”, by
Margaret Abegg 28:43-51,53

NEWARK MUSEUM. TIBETAN COLLECTION
34:13,17,21,25,32,34; pl.s.III,
VI,VII

NEWBURYPORT, Mass. HISTORICAL SOCIETY
needlepoint in 28:14; fig.3

NEWSPAPERS 33:40

NEWTON, MRS. CARL
Hostess to Club 39:50

NEWTON, MRS. ERIC. See Pearce, Stella
Mary

“NIELLO” 31:27

NIJNI NOVGOROD 31:52

NIRVANA 34:21

NISHAPUR, Persia 39:33

NOIN ULA
carpet 40:38
textiles 40:30

NORMAN CONQUEST 29:27,28

NORWICH, CONN. See Slater memorial
museum

NORWICH, England, weaving established 29:29

“Notes on an Early Silk Weave”, by
Frances Mortis 27:41-47

“Notes on Chinese Silk found in the South of Russia”, by N.P. Toll
34:37-45

“Notes on New England Needlework
before 1800” by Gertrude Townsend
28:3-23

“Notes on the Costume of Women of
the Court and Higher Classes
in Russia in the XVI and XVII
Centuries” by Eugenia Tolmochoff
39:27-48

NOVGOROD 31:14,23,39

NOVGOROD ICONS 31:18,24; pl.6

NOYES, MRS. ROBERT B.
laces from collection 29:pl.XII,
XVII,XVIII

NU-KUA 30:60

NUN 31:47,49

NUREMBERG CHRONICLE 30:5

“Nüw modelbuch” 33:30; pls.I,II

NYMPHS IN DESIGNS 32:6,7; pl.s.II,III

O

OBERKAMPF FACTORY 32:40; 33:4

“Occupations Villageoise” cartoon
33:5; pl.XIII

OERTEL, DR., collection
portrait 34:frontispiece

OLD FORD, England
printed textile 33:pl.i

OLEARIUS, ADAM 35:30,40

OLSON, ELEANOR
“Tibetan appliqué work” 34:13-35

OLTENIA, Rumania
rare blouse from 43:14; pl.7

OLYBRIUS 31:65

OMAYYID INVASION 31:67

“OPANKE” (Yugoslavian footwear) 41:
5,13,19; pls.6,10

“OPASHEN” (Russian coat) 35:32,46;
figs.2,5

OPRESCU, DR. GEORGES
Gift from 43:pl.1
“Peasant art in Romania”,
mentioned 43:16
quoted 43:16,19

“Opus Anglicanum” 29:28
embroidery similar to 38:4; pl.1

“ORNU” 39:44; pl.X

“Oracle-Bone” 30:64

ORACLES 34:20

ORDER OF ST. MICHAEL 27:7 footnote 1;
pl.III

ORDOS REGION, China 30:61,62

ORDOZ, China. See Ordos

ORIENTAL INFLUENCE 28:43,46
PARDAS, Peru mantles 41:23
Paradigm, Claude 30:10; figs.4-9
"Paradise" by Giovanni di Paolo 37: pl.13
Paralatae. See Royal Scythians
Parasole 34:8,12
Parasols 35:46
Parchment
use in lace-making 34:5
Paris. Bibliothèque nationale cabinet des estampes collections 42:10
Paris haute couture 44:29
Paris — Libraire des arts décoratifs 33:4
Paris. Musée de Cluny collections 28:37; 39:43; fig.8
Parker, sir Henty, arms of 29:39; pl. VII
Parr, Catherine 29:33
Partridge, frank, and sons, Ltd., collection 30:fig.21
Passe, Crispin van de 30:5
Passemanerie designs in bobbin lace 29:4; pl.1
Passiontide 43:25
Pastoral Scenes, engravings 28:12; fig.2; 49; pl.III; 35:5; frontispiece, pls.L,X, XII
"Pastorales", designs by Jacques Stella 33:5; frontispiece; pls. X-XII
Patch-work, Chinese 30:63
Paten 28:34; pl.VIII
PATER, JEAN BAPTISTE
engravings after 28:19; figs.8,10

PATTERN BOOKS 30:3;33:28-41; 34:3-12; 36:26-45. See also Embroidery; Lace; Weaving

"Pattern Sources of Scriptural Subjects in Tudor and Stuart Embroideries" by Nancy Graves Cabot 30:2-57

PAUL V, pope 35:49

PAULIS, MME LUCIE, cited 29:19,21

"PAW-SHAN". See "Pan-shan"

PAYNE, BLANCHE
"Some Costumes of Yugoslavia" 41:3-21

"Pazyrik, the Valley of the Frozen Tombs" by John F. Haskins 40:2-47

PAZYRIK VALLEY 40:8

PAZYRIK. See also Pazyryk

Pazyryk, Altai 36:61
culture 40:6,9
evacuations 40:2-47
tapestry 40:22-25, pls.III-V
textiles 40:22; pl.III

PEARCE, STELLA MARY (Mrs. Eric Newton)
Club hears her talk on "The Court of Lodovico il Moro and the 'Paradise Ball' with costumes designed by Leonardo da Vinci" 37:39

"Dating a forgery" 44:22-33
"The study of costume as an aid to the dating of Italian Renaissance paintings" 37:3-25

PEARLS ON CLOTHING 31:23; 35:31-32, 41; pl.VIII
on embroidery 29:pls.XIV,XVII; 31:12; pl.4
on shoes 35:44
Russian imports 31:23; 35:31 note 3 usurped by lower classes 35:41

"PEASANT ART IN ROMANIA" by Dr. Georges Opescu, mentioned 43:16

Peć, Montenegro 41:4

"LA PÊCHE ET LE COMMERCE MARITIME" design 33:5; pl.IV

"LA PÊCHE MARITIME" design 33:4,5

PECTORAL BANDS 40:22,25; pls.III,V

PEKING 34:35

PELEGRINAIIO, Siena 37:13

PELHAM, PETER 28:9

PEN AND BRUSH CLUB, New York City Club viewing craft exhibition at 36:46

PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM OF ART. See Philadelphia Museum of Art

"PEONIES AND ROSES" design 32:34 ill.

PERCIVAL, MACIVER, cited 33:3

PERKINS, MRS. 28:8

PERRENOND, LOUIS, designer 33:4

PERRY, COMMANDER 39:8


PERSIA
deities 36:8,16,21,22
myth 36:8,16,21,22
painting 36:4
pottery 36:21
rugs 40:7,38,41; pls.XI-XIII
tapestry 40:22-25; pls.III-V
textiles 36:3-25
textiles to Russia 31:14
See also Iran

PERSIAN EXHIBITION, London, 1931 36:3

"PERSIAN" knot 40:38

PERU
tapestry 41:31-34; 44:3-14
textiles 31:73-77; 41:22-37

"A PERUVIAN TAPESTRY WITH A KNOTTED OPENWORK GROUND" by Ina Van Stan 44:3-14

PETER I, the Great, of Russia (1672-1725) 31:12; 35:27; pl.VI

PETER IV, king of Aragon 38:44

PETER, French designer 33:4

PETER, Metropolitan 31:4,27; pl.9

"PETIT BERNARD", See Salomon, Bernard

"PETIT BUVEUR", design 33:pl.III-A

PETITPIERRE, L., Swiss manufacturer 33:33,36; pl.IV-B

PETERCHI
quoted 42:33

PEWTER 33:3

PEYSTER, DE, family, gift of 44:40; pl.7

PHILADELPHIA, CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION, 1876 28:46

PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART
visit to 39:51
PHILIP THE LONG, king of France 38:38
PHILIP II, king of Spain 43:31
PHILIP IV, king of France 38:43
PHILIP II THE BOLD, duke of Burgundy 38:40,42
PHILIPPA OF RAINAUD, queen of England 29:29
PHILLIPS, JOHN GOLDSMITH  
Club hears him talk on "The royal art of tapestry" 29:54
PHINNEY, PERDIE 28:12
PICKERING, SIR WILLIAM 30:10
PICKMAN, LOVE RAWLINS  
embroidery by 28:19; figs.7,9
PICTOR, ALBERTUS  
workshop 38:22  
chasuble from 38:22,27; pls.XIII,XIV
PICTURE-BOOK 30:6
PICTURES, embroidered 44:35; pl.2
PIGET FRÈRES 33:33
PIGOUCHET, PHILIPPE 30:5
PILDREM, JO 30:7
PILGRIM HALL, Plymouth, mass. embroidery in 28:6; fig.6
PILGRIM SOCIETY OF PLYMOUTH  
collection 28:19; fig.6
PILGRIMS' CHURCHES 28:25
PILLEMENT, JEAN  
"New book of Chinese ornaments" mentioned 42:22
PILLOW BERES (covers) 28:3
PILLOWS. See cushion covers
PINACOTECAS. See Ambrosian library, Brera gallery
PIOT, AMÉLIE, collection 32:4
PIZA, SAN PAOLO A RIPA D'ARNO 37:pl.16
PISANELLO, painter 37:4,12,13
PITTI PALACE, Florence 37:8
PLAGIARISM 30:5; 33:4
"PLAISIRS DU BAL" 33:pl.VII-B
"PLAISIRS VILLAGEOIS" 33:5; pl.VII-A
"PLANG" (dyeing technique) 32:11, 12,15
PLANTS FOR TEXTILE FIBRES 30:66
PLEYDENWURFF, WILHELM 30:5
PLINY THE ELDER, cited 31:18; 34:43
PLINY THE YOUNGER 40:11

PLYMOUTH, MASS. PILGRIM HALL  
embroidery in 28:61
PO, ANTONIO E FRATELLI DA 27:36
POEM IN PRAISE OF PAINTINGS, 1730  
28:5
POEM, LOST 34:42
POEM, Tibetan, translated 34:32
"POINT COUPÉ". See lace
POINT DE. For Point d'Angleterre, Point de Dresden, Point de France, etc. see lace, Point d'Angleterre, point de Dresden, Point de France, etc.
POLL, SIR JOHN CAREW, Bt., collection 29:32; pl.II
"POLYMITA" weave 31:67,70 note 7
POMPEY, 106 B.C.-48 B.C.  
Roman general 27:42
POMPONIUS MELA 40:11
PONTIC REGION, Scythians migrating into 40:7
POPE, DR. ARTHUR UPHAM  
Club hears him talk on Asiatic textiles 28:55  
Persian carpets 34:46
"POPULAR ROMANIAN DRESS", by Mme Enachescu-Cantemir, mentioned 43:18
PORCELAINS 33:3
"PORTRAIT GROUP", painting, a forgery 44:23-33
PORTRAITS  
Arnolfini, Giovanna and Giovanni 38:40  
Charles I, of England 29:52; pl.XVI  
Davis, Mrs. Geradi 28:pl.1  
Elizabeth I, queen of England 29:26  
embroidered 28:pl.XVI  
Hardwicke, Bess of 29:pl.IV  
lady 29:pl.VI; 34:frontispiece  
Mary, queen of Scots 29:pl.III  
Trivulzio, Gian Nicolo 27:pl.III
PORTUGAL  
tapestries 42:33-43
"A PORTUGUESE TAPESTRY?" by Edith A. Standen 42:33-43
POTALA, Tibetan monastery 34:34
POTTERY, Chinese 30:60,63; fig.1
POTTERY, Persian 36:21
POUCHES  
Formosan 39:17,19; pls.X,XI
“Povinik” (Russian head-dress) 35:40

POWER LOOM UTILIZED 28:49

POWYS, MARIAN
Club hears her talk on
English lace 39:95;
Lace and how to know it 38:49;
Lace centers of England and
Belgium 32:42

“LA PRATIQUE DE L’AIGUILLE INDUSTRIEUSE”, par Mignerak 34:8

PRATT, MRS. STEWART C.
Hostess to Club 41:43

PRATT INSTITUTE, Brooklyn
Needlework class 28:46

PRE-INCA 31:73

“PRE-Spanish Peruvian ikat” by
Junius B. Bird 31:73-77

PRICKED MUSLIN IMITATION OF LACE
29:3, 5; pl.XV

PRIEST, ALAN
Club hears him talk on
“Chinese Court robes” 33:42
“Corean exhibition in the Metropolitan Museum of Art” 42:44

“PRIKREP”, couching stitch 31:20, 30, 38

PRINTS 28:8, 14; 30:3, 6

“PRISONER”, theme on Safavid satins
36:8

PROBA 31:65

PROBINUS 31:65

PROTESTANT REFORMATION, Sweden,
1525 38:4

PROTESTANTS 28:30
Refugees 33:31

PRUYN, NELTJE
Club meets at residence of 31:78

“PSALIA” (horse’s cheek bar) 40:20, 29, 34

PSALTER OF QUEEN ELEANOR 29:30

PSEUDO-CUPIC LETTERS AS DESIGN IN
TEXTILES 38:14, 15; pl.VII

Pskov, Russia 31:7
See also Uspenski museum

Ptolemy 34:42

PUBLISHERS, EARLY 30:3-54

PUMPKIN FLASK 2710 & footnote 1

“PUNTO A FOGLIAM”, etc. See lace

PUNTO QUADRO
See embroidery — stitches

PURL. See embroidery

“PURPLE”, silk fabric 38:36

“PURPURA PATULA”. See dyes

Q’AI QA’US IBN WASHMGR, king of
Gurgan 39:33

“QUADRINS HISTORIQUES DE LA BIBLE”
30:4, 10, 17, 25; figs.4-9

QUAKERS’ RELIEF WORK 30:95

QUENTELL 30:5

“QUEEN DID STAND”, icon 37:7

QUETZALTENANGO, Guatemala
Huipils from 37:27; pls.I, II, V

QUICHÉ INDIANS, Guatemala 37:36

QUILL WORK 28:9

QUILTS, EMBROIDERED 29:43; pls.XI, XII

R

“RABATS”. See lace

RADLOV, V.V., archeologist 34:44; 40:6

RAIMONDI, GIACOMO, marquis, collector
27:39

RAKHISH, Rustam’s horse 36:8

RAMIE CLOTH. See Textiles, Formosan
RANSOM, C., cited 34:39

Ranson, engraver 33:5

RAPHAEL SANZIO, 1483-1520, artist
30:4; 37:8, 13
Cartoon for tapestry 37:16; pls.8, 9

RAVENNA MOSAICS, mentioned 41:4

RAY, Persia
Excavations
Painted bowls 36:21
Textiles from graves 36:16; figs.5, 6;
39:35, 37; fig.4

REATH, NANCY, cited 35:5

REBEKAH 30:33, 57; figs.29, 30

REBUCCO, chronicler, cited 27:7

“RECEPTION OF THE AMBASSADORS” by
Carpaccio 44:25; pl.2

“RECLINING SHEPHERDESS” embroidery
28:14; figs.4, 5

RECORD BOOKS, manufacturers’ 33:4

RED HATS, lamas 34:21

REED, MRS. HOMER
Hostess to Club 39:51

REED, MRS. JEAN
Club hears her talk on “Costumes in the McCormick collection in
Boston Museum” 33:42
| REFUGEES INTRODUCE CRAFTS | 33:31 |
| RELIC-SHRINE, Buddhist | 34:25 |
| RELIGIONS | 30:59-60, 65-66 |
| RELIGIOUS DEVOTION EXPRESSED | 31:3 |
| RESEARCH, field for | 33:5 |
| RETHHEL, ANTHONY, count of | arms of, mentioned 38:42 |
| RETICELLO. See lace |
| "RÉVOLTE DES PASSEMENTS ET BRODE-RIES" poetical skit, cited | 29:4 |
| RHOMB (design motif) | 34:37-40; fig.3 |
| RICCIARDI COMPANY, mercantile and banking firm | 38:43 |
| RICHARD II, king of England | 29:29 |
| portrait on Wilton Diptych | 38:38 |
| RICHARDS, MRS. LLOYD | demonstrates spinning | 27:49 |
| RICHMOND, SIR FREDERICK, bart., collection | 30:7, 45; figs.10, 31, 39 |
| RIEDLER, FRITZA | portrait of | 44:pl.5 |
| RIEFSTAHL, MRS. ELIZABETH | Club hears her talk on | "Egypt in Hollywood" | 39:50 |
| RIG VEDIC VARUNA, Persian deity | 36:16 |
| RIJKSMUSEUM VAN OUDENHEDEN, Leyden | 31:64 |
| collections | 36:21 |
| RILEY, MRS. HENRY ALSOP | In memoriam | 27:50 |
| RINGS | 28:34, 41 |
| "Riza" | 31:12, 49, 53; pl.18 |
| ROBERT II, the Pious, c.970-1031, king of France | 28:30 |
| ROBERTS, MRS. LAURANCE P., Club hears her talk on | "Contemporary methods of textile production in Japan" | 29:55 |
| ROBINSON, MRS. G. NORMAN | Hostess to Club | 39:50 |
| ROCK, JOSEPH F., American explorer | 34:33 |
| ROES, ANN, cited | 40:42 |
| ROGER MORRIS-JUMEL MANSION, New York City | visit to | 32:42 |
| ROGERS, MRS. PLEAS BLAIR | Hostess to Club | 40:48 |
| RÖHSS MUSEUM, Gothenburg | 31:57 |
| ROLLER-PRINTING | 32:40 |
| ROMAN CURIA RECORDS | mentioned 38:14 |
| ROMANIA. See Rumania |
| "ROMANIAN EMBROIDERY: A DYING FOLK ART" by Dorothy Norris Harkness | 43:3-21 |
| "ROMANIAN PROFILE", by Dr. Georges Dunham, quoted | 43:9, 14 |
| RORIMER, JAMES J. Host to Club | 41:43 |
| "ROSE GARDEN" tapestry | 28:49 |
| ROSTILDE, Denmark. Cathedral | mentioned 38:25 |
| ROSSELET FRÈRES | 33:33 |
| ROSTOV MUSEUM, Russia | 31:44 |
| ROSTOVZEFF, MICHAEL I. | cited 34:43 |
| ROTH, LING. | "Studies in primitive looms" | mentioned 44:15 |
| ROUQUET, ANDRÉ | "Etat des arts en Angleterre" | 42:8 |
| "The present state of the arts in England" | 42:31 |
| ROUSSEAU, JEAN JACQUES | 33:31 |
| ROWE, MRS. L. EARL Club hears her talk on Spanish weaves | 35:50 |
| Hostess to Club | 37:39; 44:46 |
| ROWELL, MRS. FRANK B. Club meets at residence of | 28:53; 30:95; 33:43 |
| elected President | 27:48 |
| Hostess to Club | 29:54-55; 31:79; 35:50; 37:39; 39:50-51; 42:44; 43:46 |
| ROYAL SCYTHIANS, people | 40:7-9, 35. See also Scythians |
| ROYAL SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES. See Dublin. Royal Society of Anti-quaries |
| ROYAL WINDSOR TAPESTRY WORKS, England | 28:47 |
| RUBENS, PETER PAUL, 1577-1640 | artist 30:32; fig.23 |
| engravings after 33:5; pl.V |
| RUBIES | 31:27; 35:41 |
| RUBLEV, icon painter | 31:3 |
RUDENKO, S.I., archeologist 40:3,5-9, 12,14,19,22,25,29,32,34-36,38, 41,43

RUGS AND CARPETs
Altai 40:36,38,41; pls.IX-XIII
American needlework 28:44; pl.II
Noin Ula, mentioned 40:38
appliqué work 40:16
Persian 40:7,38,41; pls.XI-XIII
court carpets 39:35

RUMANIA
embroideries 43:3-21
map 43:5; pl.2

RUMANIANS 43:5,7

RUMBOUGH, MRS. STANLEY M.
Hostess to Club 36:47; 39:51

RUSCA FAMILY, arms of 27:39

RUSSIA
costumes 35:27-48
ey early trade with China 34:37-45
foreign artisans in 31:15,18

RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE,
Comptes-Rendus, cited 34:37

RUSSIAN STATE MUSEUM, Leningrad
collections 31:44

RUSTAM, Persian king 36:5,8
on his horse Raksh 36:8

RUTGERS, MRS. FREDERIK
collection 43:pl.10

RUYAN, Persia
textile center 39:32

RYAN, MRS. MARGARET D., gift of 42:33;
pl.s.I-IX

RYCOTE HOUSE, Oxfordshire
embroidery from 29:43; pl.VIII

S

SACHEVERELL FAMILY, arms of,
mentioned 28:3

SACRED WELL OF CHICHEN ITZA, Yucatan
37:30 note 1

"SACRIFICE OF ISAAC"
embroidery 29:35

SADDLE BLANKETS 34:13,17,20; pl.II;
39:37; fig.3; 40:21,26,30,31; pl.
VII

SADDLE COVERS 34:17,20; pl.III; 40:21,
22,29,32; pls.III,IV,VI

SADDLES 40:20,21,26,29,34

SAFAVID MANUSCRIPTS FROM SHIRAZ,
mentioned 36:4

SAFAVID SILKS. See Textiles, silk,
Persian

"SAGARI" (dagger-axe) 40:10

ST. AIGNAN 28:30

ST. ANDREW, cross 27:5

ST. ANNE
in embroidery 38:27; pl.XIV

ST. BARNABAS
in embroidery 38:27; pl.I

ST. BERNARD CALVO, textile from tomb
33:7

ST. BRIDGET
in embroidery 38:27; pl.XIV

ST. CYRIL, mentioned 41:3

ST. DIMITRI. See Dimitri of Ouglitch

ST. EDMUND
portrait of, mentioned 38:38

ST. ERIK
in embroidery 38:5
shrine 38:7
See also Erik the Holy, King of
Sweden

ST. ESKIL
in embroidery 38:27; pl.XIV

ST. EVERTTE 28:25,30,31

ST. GEORGE
in embroidery 31:41

ST. HENRIK
in embroidery 38:27; pl.XIV

ST. JAMES THE GREAT, shrine 43:23

"ST. JOHN BAPTIZING THE MULTITUDE"
painting by Salimbeni brothers 37:
19; pl.14

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
in embroidery 31:16; pl.5
in painting 37:19; pl.15

ST. JOHN THE WARRIOR, icon by Pro-
copius Tchirin 31:41; pl.15

ST. JONAS, in embroidery 31:44

ST. MAMERT, bishop 28:25,30

ST. MARTIN
in embroidery 38:27; pl.XIV

ST. MARTIN OF TOURS, church 28:25

ST. MARY'S CHURCH, TREASURY, Danzig
collections 38:44

ST. MARY. See also Virgin Mary

ST. METHODIUS, mentioned 41:3

ST. MICHAEL, Order of 27:7 footnote 1;
pl.III

ST. PETER, in embroidery 31:44
ST. PETER’S TREASURY, Rome, inventory 1361
   cope mentioned 38:37
ST. ROCH 37:19
ST. SABBATIUS, in embroidery 31:44
ST. SERGIUS, in embroidery 31:21, 54
ST. SERGIUS MONASTERY. See Sergiev
ST. SERNIN OF TOULOUSE, church 28:25
ST. SOPHIA, “Wisdom of God”, in embroidery 31:16; pls. 5, 6
ST. THEODORE, in embroidery 31:41
ST. URSULA, painting by Carpaccio 37:8; pls. 6, 7; 44:25; pl. 2
ST. WALDBURG MONASTERY
   collection 31:66

SAINTS
   in embroidery 27:5; 28:5, 30, 31; 31:6, 7, 11, 16, 21, 29-30, 41, 44, 54, 66;
   pls. 5, 6; 38:7; 39:5, 27; pls. I, XIV
   in painting 31:41; pl. 15; 37:8, 19;
   pls. 6, 7, 14, 15; 44:25; pl. 2
“Saka”. See Scythians
SÅKINGEN SILK 36:12, 14; sketch 8
SÄKYAMUNI, founder of Buddhism 34:33
SALAMANDER, device of Francis I 44:35; pl. 2
SALESMEN 30:7
SALIMBENI BROTHERS, painting by 37:19; pl. 14
SALMI, MARIA, cited 27:39
SALMONY, ALFRED, cited 40:41
SALOME, font relief 37:8
SALOMON, BERNARD 30:4, 10, 25; figs. 4-9, 11
SALT MINES 31:38
SALTONSTALL, LEVERETT, collection 28:8
SALTONSTALL, MRS. PHILIP, gift 28:7, 8
SALTONSTALL, RICHARD 28:8
SAMITE, silk fabric 38:36, 37
   See also catrasciami
SAMPLES 28:5-7, 44
SAMSON 27:41
“SAMVARA AND HIS CONSORT”
   Tibetan deity 34:16; pl. 8
SAN BERNARDINO OF SIENA 37:12
SAN FERNANDO, cloister 35:21; pl. XII
SAN FOY OF CONQUES, church 28:25
SAN NAZZARO MAUSOLEUM, Milan 27:8, 38
SAN PAOLO A RIPA D’ARNO, PISA. See Pisa
SAN VITALE, church, Ravenna 27:42
SANCHO, prince of Castile (d. 1181)
   tomb textile 35:pl. III
SANCHO, prince of Castile (d. 1343)
   tomb textile 35:pl. I
SAN DALS, liturgical 28:34; pl. IX
SAN SEVERINO, GALEAZZO 27:3
SANTA MARIA DE LAS HUELGAS, convent
   of 35:3
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELLA, Spain
   shrine at 43:23
SANTRY, MRS. JOSEPH V.
   Club meets at residence of 44:45
SAPPHIRE
   on embroidery 31:27; 35:41
   on crowns 35:47
“SARAFÁN” (Russian garment) 35:32; pl. II, IV
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia 41:9
SARAT CHANDRA DAS 34:33
SARCOPHAGI 31:64; 35:3, 4; 40:14-16
SAREPTA, Syria 27:46
SARI, Persia, textile center 39:32
“SÁRKLAND” 39:45
SARMATIANS, people 40:9, 11, 12, 35, 36
SARSENET, silk fabric 38:37, 38
SASAN. See Sassan
SASHES. See belts
SASSAN, Persian priest 36:23
SASSANIAN SILKS 27:41; 36:11, 12, 23
SAUROMATAE, people 34:42; 40:35
SAUSSURE, LÉOPOLD DE, sinologist 30:59, 60
SAVARY DES BRUSLONS, JAQUES
   cited 28:10
SAVELLI FAMILY
   arms of, mentioned 38:44
SAXON EMBROIDERESS 29:28
SCALAMANDRÉ MUSEUM OF TEXTILES,
   New York City
   collections 32:36 ill.
SCARVES as part of headdress 41:5; pl. I
SCHEDEL, HARTMANN, publisher (1440-1514) 30:5
SCHÖNSPERGER, JOHANN THE YOUNGER 33:29 note 1
SCHUETTE, DR. MARIE
"Development of Italian lace from the early periods to the Baroque" 34:3-12

SCHUKIN (misprint). See Shchukin

SCHUMACHER, F., & CO., silk screen 32:41 ill.

SCHUSTER, CARL
Club hears him talk on "Some little known Chinese embroideries" 37:38
"Stitch-resist dyed fabrics of Western China" 32:11-29

SCORCHED EARTH", embroidery 33:25; pl.II

SCOTIN, L. G., engraving by 33:pl.VII-B

SCREEN-PRINTED FABRICS 32:31-41

SCRIPTURAL SUBJECTS. See Biblical Subjects

SCROVEGNI CHAPEL, Padua 37:pls.1-3,10

SCROVEGNI, ENRICO, by Giotto 37:12; pl.2

SCULPTURE
bas-reliefs 27:43; pl.III, 44,pl.IV
butter 34:33

SCUOLA D'INDUSTIE ITALIANE, New York City
exhibits work 28:51; pl.IV

"SCUPI". See Skopje

"SCYTHIAN ART" 40:5
"SCYTHIAN STAGE" 40:6,10

SCYTHIANS, people 40:7,8,10,12,35,36
"SCYTHIANS AND GREEKS", by E. H. Minns cited 34:42

SCYTHS, people 34:42

SCYTHS-ANTHROPOPHAGI 34:43

SEA TRADE ROUTES, Black Sea to Central Asia 34:41-45

SEAL-BAG, silk twill 39:43; fig.9

SEATON, MRS. 29:35
"SEGMENTA" 31:57

SEIGNELAY, MASSASÈS DE, bishop 28:41

SEILIGMAN, GEORGE SAVILLE, collection 44:35 pl.2

SELJUQ, Asia Minor
silk mentioned 36:22

"SEMÉ DE LARMES" pattern 29:pl.XVI no.1

SENDAI, silk fabric 38:36,38

SENMMURV, "Dog-Bird" 39:41

SENS, France, textile 27:46; 31:66
"LE SEPMAINE", poem 30:21

SER A LAMASERY 34:33

SERBIA 41:3,16. See also Yugoslavia

SERBS, people 41:3,4

SERGEYEV MONASTERY AND HISTORICAL MUSEUM, collections 31:9,24,29,
38,41,44,54; pls.8,12,13

SERICULTURE IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE 38:30-31

"A SERIES OF WAR EMBROIDERIES" by Lois K. Williams 33:23-27

"SERINDIA" by Sir Aurel Stein cited 34:41

"SET-WORK" 28:4

SEVEN-EYED GODDESS 34:25; pl.VII

SEX-DIVISION OF LABOR 30:65-67

SEYRIG, HENRI
Club hears him talk on Excavations in Palmyra 29:55

SFORZA, LODOVICO (il Moro) 27:3,5,36

SFORZA, MASSIMILIANO 27:5

SFORZA CASTLE, Milan 27:3

SFORZA CASTLE, Vigevano 27:5,36; pl. I ab.

"SHAH NAMA (SHAHNAMAH)", Persian epic 36:5,8,22
Rustam's expedition recounted. 36:5,8

SHAKAPBA, Tibetan emissary cited 34:14,16

SHANG PERIOD, China 30:63,64; 36:20

SHANG-YIN, people 40:30

SHAWLS, Peruvian 31:73-77

SHCHUKIN collection, Moscow
Historical museum 31:4

SHENMAKHA, silk 31:14,15

SHENG-NUNG 30:60

SHEPHERD, DOROTHY G.
Club hears her talk on "Medieval textiles found near Burgos, Spain" 36:46
"The textiles from Las Huelgas de Burgos" 35:3-26

"SHEPHERD SEATED ON A FOUNTAIN", engraving 33:pl.II

SHERBOURNE CASTLE, Dorset 29:43

SHIBE (SHIBA). See Burial mounds
SHIBORI 32:15
SHIH NÜ AND SHÊN-HSIEN-T'UNG, myth of 30:66
SHIMIZU, OSAMU 32:29
“SHIRABAYA”, silk fabric 39:32
SHIRAZ, Persia
manuscripts 36:4
painters 36:5,11,22
paintings 36:8,10
shops 36:23
silks 36:3-25
style 36:23
SHIRAZ SILKS 36:3-25
concealed designs on 36:4,5,8,10-12,16-20,23; figs.1,4,6; sketches 1-17.
See also Textiles, silk Persian
SHIRDA IBN SHIRDIL AL ISFABUDI AL TABARI, calligrapher 39:33
“SHIRINKA” (Russian handkerchief) 35:44; pl.l; fig.5
SHIRR-DYEING TECHNIQUE. See tritik
SHOES, embroidered 35:44
“SHOUBA” (Russian coat) 35:38; fig.3
SHERWESBURY, ELIZABETH TALBOT, countess of 29:30,35,37,38; pl.IV
SHERWESBURY, GEORGE TALBOT, 6th earl of 29:33,35
arms of 29:35; pl.V
SHROUDS FOR RELICS 31:4,9,12,14,15,18,29-32,39,41,44; pl.s.1,2,10,11; 38:7,13,17,27; pl.VI
SIBERIA, conquest of 31:38
SIBERIAN ALTAI REGION 40:31
“SIBERIAN GOLD TREASURES OF PETER THE GREAT” 40:6
SICHEM, CHRISTOPHER VAN 30:25
SIENA, ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTE collections 37:pl.II
SIGLETON. See ciclatoun
SIKKIM, Tibet 34:16,20
SILK-DESIGNER’S MANUAL 42:7-33
SILK DESIGNERS, requirements of 42:12,14
SILK FABRICS. See Textiles, silk
SILK INDUSTRY 38:14,30,32; 42:8
SILK, RAW, exported from
Caspian Sea region 38:30; 39:31
Greece 38:30
Sogdiana, Turkestan 38:30
Spain 38:30
SULTANIEH, PERSIA 38:30
Syria 38:30
SILK SCREEN 32:41 ill.
SILK TRADE
Caspian-European 39:45
Italian 38:28-48
“The Silk Trade of LUCCA”, by Florence Edler de Roever 38:28-48
SILK WEAVE, an early 27:41-47
SILVER
coffin nails 35:4
dish 27:45; pl.V
wire 30:21
“SILVER HAOMA” 39:41
SIMEON, grand prince 31:6
SIMMONS, PAULINE
Club hears her talk on “Chinese embroideries” 39:51
SIMMONSON, LEE
arranged Costume exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 28:54
SINDEL. See Sendel
“LES SINGULIERS ET NOUVEAUX PORTRAITS ET OUVRAGES DE LINGERIE” by Frederic Vinicio 34:7
SINKANG, China, expedition to 31:68
SINO-EURASIAN “Animal style” 40:5
See also Animal style
SINO-SWEDISH EXPEDITION TO SINKANG 31:68
SIVIARD TEXTILE 31:66
SIXTEEN SCENES FROM BIBLICAL HISTORY embroidered panels 29:39; pl.VIII
“SKANNY” (twisted gold thread) 31:15
SKOPLJE, Serbia 41:4
SKOPSKA ČRNA GORA, Yugoslavia costumes from 41:4,5,7,9; pl.I
SKULLS FOUND IN PAZYRIK 40:15,43
“SKÔTHES”. See Scythians
SLASHES, fashion of 29:pl.II
SLATER MEMORIAL MUSEUM, Norwich, Conn.
event 32:41
SLAVS, people 41:3,4,16
SLEEVES 35:32,38; fig.2; 41:7; pl.II
SMALL, MRS. J. BARSTOW
Hostess to Club 37:38
SMARAGDITES ON EMBROIDERY 31:27
SMIBERT, JOHN, painter 28:5; note 5; 8
SMITH, ABIGAIL ADAMS
Club has tea in her former dining room 41:44
SMITH, G., "Laboratory, or School of Arts" mentioned 42:7,12,24-26, 29,31
SMOLENSK MUSEUM, RUSSIA
collections 31:32; pl.II
SNAILS IN DESIGNS 29:39; pl.IX
SOBARBE FAMILY, arms ascribed to 43:27
SOCIÉTÉ DENTELIÈRE GRUYÉRIENNE 33:36
SOCIÉTÉ NEUCHÂTELLOISE D'ÉMULATION 33:33
SOGDIANA, Turkistan
raw silk exported 38:30
"Le soir", engraving 28:12,14; fig.2
SOLDIERS, Roman 27:44
SOLIS, VIRGIL 30:4
SOLOMON 29:52; pl.XV quoted 30:32; figs.22-23
SOLYVTCHEGODSK, RUSSIA 31:39,44,47, 49,52
"SOME COSTUMES OF YUGOSLAVIA", by
Blanche Payne 41:3-21
"SOME MEDIEVAL SILKS FROM THE
CASPIAN PROVINCES OF IRAN", by
Phyllis Ackerman 39:30-46
"SOME PATTERN SOURCES OF 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY PRINTED COTTONS",
by Nancy Graves Cabot 33:3-wq
"SOME RECENT TEXTILE ACCESSIONS IN
NEW YORK MUSEUMS" 44:34-41
"SOME SHIRAZ SILKS", by Phyllis
Ackerman 36:3-25
"SOME UNPUBLISHED LACES FROM THE
COLLECTION OF RICHARD C. GREEN-
LEAF", by Marian Hague 32:2-9
SOPHIA, princess of Moscow 35:pl.II
SOPHIA, sister of czar Feodor 35:pl.VI
SOPHIA PALAEOLOGUS, wife of prince
Ivan III 31:4,18
brought to Russia Greek and Latin craftsmen 31:24
embroidery by 31:pl.8 (misprint)
SOUTH KENSINGTON SCHOOL, London
mentioned 28:46
SPAIN
raw silk exported from 38:30
textiles 35:3-26; 43:22-36
SPANISH CONQUEST, mentioned 37:33
SPANISH GRANDEES 29:29
SPANISH SILK INDUSTRY 31:67
"A SPANISH VELVET WEAVE", by Harold
B. Burnam 43:22-36
"SPECCHIO DELLE NOBILI" 34:8
SPENCER COLLECTION, NEW YORK CITY,
Public Library 30:figs.26-29,32, 34,36-38
SPERANZA, MRS. GINO, COLLECTION 28:
pl.IV; 35:49 ill.
SPHINX, appliqué on wall hanging 40:
16; pl.I
SPINDEN, DR. HERBERT J.
Club hears him talk on the ancient
weaves of South America 27:48
SPINDEL 30:63; 39:10; pl.II
SPINNERS (FOR LACE) 33:31
SPINNING 30:63; 33:31; 37:31,33; 39:
10; pl.II
SPINNING, HAND, superseded 31:20
"SPINNING LADY", embroidery 28:14
"SPINNING MAIDEN AND THE HERD BOY",
myth 30:66
SPITALFIELDS, ENGLAND, SILK INDUSTRY
CENTER 42:7,8,15,28
SPITALFIELDS SILK DESIGNS 42:7,8,10,
14,16-18,25,29; pls.III,IV,VII
See also Victoria and Albert Museum
SPITZER, FREDERIC, COLLECTION
embroidery 44:34; pl.2
"SPRING GARDEN" design 32:33 ill.
SPURS, Moorish 35:4
SQUARCIONE, PAINTER AND ANTIQUE DEALER
37:8
SQUEEGEE 32:37
STANDARDIZATION, 3D MILLENIUM B.C.
30:63
STANFORD, EDITH A.
arranged display of shawls 41:43
Club hears her talk on:
"Embroidered pictures through
the centuries" 41:44
"Exhibition of English chintz at
the Victoria and Albert Museum,
1960" 44:46
"Harkness collection of lace" 35:
51
Metropolitan Museum exhibition
"The world of silk" 34:47
"The upholsterer's materials in
eighteenth century England 43:46
Club hears her report on International Centre for the study of ancient textiles 38:49
mentioned 43:43
“A Portuguese tapestry?” 42:33-43
Shows Costume Institute Exhibition in the Metropolitan Museum of Art 38:49
“Whims and maggots”, article mentioned 42:29

STANDISH, LOARA 28:6
STANDISH, MYLES 28:6
STARITZKY, ANDREY 31:28
STARITZKY, EUDOXIA 31:29
STARITZKY, EUPHROSYNIA 31:28, 29, 32, 35
STARITZKY, VLADIMIR 31:28, 29, 32, 35
STARITZKY EMBROIDERY WORKSHOPS 31: 28-35; pls.10,11
STATENS HISTORISKA MUSEUM. See Stockholm
STEERE, J.B., mentioned 39:10
STEIN, SIR AUREL, cited 34:41
STELLA, CLAUDINE. See Bouzonnet, Claudine
STELLA, JAQUES, artist 28:12; fig.2; 33:5; fromtspiece, pls.X,XII
STENCIL PROCESS 32:37
STERLING, MRS. ROBERT D. Hostess to Club 36:40; 41:43; 44:46
STILLMAN, MRS. EDWIN A. Hostess to Club 39:51
STIMMER, HANS CHRISTOPH 30:25
STIMMER, TOBIAS 30:5,25
STITCH IN THE AIR. See lace – punto in aria
“STITCH-RESIST DYED FABRICS OF WESTERN CHINA”, by Carl Schuster 32:11-29
STITCHES, embroidery. See Embroidery stitches
STOCKHOLM. ÖSTASIATISKA SAMLINGÅRNA 30:65
STATENS HISTORISKA MUSEUM collections 38:3,4
STOCKINGS 35:44; 40:16,19
STOKVIS, PAUL M.
Club hears him talk on “Lace in the last century” 30:96; 31:78
STOLES 38:4,5,27; pl.XIV
STOUT, MRS. C. FREDERICK C.
Luncheon at residence of in Ardmore, Pa. 39:51
STRABO, cited 34:43
STRAW, ramie, and cotton woven skirt 39:19; pl.XII
STRING HEDDLES (cords) 37:31,33.
See also Weaving, Guatemalan
STROGANOV, ANNA 31:47,49,52,54
STROGANOV, DIMITRI 31:44,47,49,52,54
STROGANOV, GREGORY 31:44,52,54
STROGANOV, JOHN 31:41
STROGANOV, NIKITA 31:39
STROGANOV EMBROIDERY WORKSHOPS 31: 15 note 12, 28, 38-54; pls.16-18
banner attributed to 31:4,12; pl.14
STROGANOV LIBRARY 31:54
STRZYGOWSKI, J.
cited 30:85
“STUDIES IN PRIMITIVE LOOMS” by LING ROTH, mentioned 44:15
“STUDIO DELLE VIRTUOSE DAME” 34:8
“THE STUDY OF COSTUME AS AN AID TO THE DATING OF ITALIAN RENAISSANCE PAINTINGS” by Stella Mary Pearce 37:3-25
STUMP WORK. See embroidery
SUARDI, BARTOLOMEO. See Bramantino
SUFI MYSTIC GROUP 36:11,20
riddles 36:20,21
SUFISM, Islamic mystic school 36:11
SUIDA, WILLIAM E.
“DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE TRIVULZIO Tapestries” 27:3-29
SULTANIYEH, Persia
raw silk exported 38:30
SUMPTUARY ARTS 29:3
SUMPTUARY LAWS 29:30
China 30:67
Italy 38:42
Massachusetts 28:5
SUNNING OF THE BUDDHA, ceremony 34: 29,35
SUPPLEE, MRS. COCHRAN
Hostess to Club 32:42
SURKHANG, Tibetan emissary
cited 34:14,16,20
“SURVEY OF PERSIAN ART” mentioned 36:4
“SUSANNAH AND THE ELDERS” 30:45,57
SUZDAL MONASTERY & MUSEUM
collections 31:10,21,36; pl.3
SWEDEN
embroidery 38:22; pls.XIII,XIV
Liturgical law, 1576 38:4
Protestant Reformation, 1525 38:4
SWEDISH-DANISH WAR, 1659, mentioned 38:25
SWINHOE, ROBERT, mentioned 39:8
"SWISS LACE PATTERNS", from material collected by Gertrude Whiting 33:28-41
SWORD (beater-in).
See Weaving, Formosan
SWORD OF KNOWLEDGE, Tibetan 34:29
SWORDS, excavated 34:37; 35:4
SYLVESTER, JOSHUA 30:21
SYLVAN, VIVI
"A late-antique tapestry medallion"
31:57-71
cited 30:63-65
SYMBOLIC DEVICES ON TAPESTRY 42:33;
pls.III-VIII
SYRIA
raw silk exported 38:30
SZECH'UAN, China 32:12
T
T'AE-SHAN ISLAND, China 30:64
"TA YÜEH-CHH", people 40:11,12,43
See also Massagetae
TABARISTAN PROVINCE, Persia 39:31,32
TABBY, silk fabric 38:37,38
TABBY WEAVE 37:28; 38:17,27; 42:16
See also Paduaosoy weave
TABBY-WOVEN SILK, Chinese 40:29
TADOLINI, EDWARD, merchant 38:38
"TAFTÉN", weaves 35:5
TAGAN SIEV 40:6
TAINTOR, E.C., cited 39:10
TAIPEI, TAIWAN (Formosa) NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY. DEPT. OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY. MUSEUM
collections 39:19; frontispiece, pls. XII,XVII
TAIWAN. See Formosa
TALLMADGE, GEORGE CLINTON 28:46
TANAISS ON THE DON, Scythian capital 40:10
"T'ANGKA" 34:20
TANIT. See Anath-Anahit
TANNER, BERNARD 35:30
TANTRIC EMBLEMS 34:16,17
TAOIST IMMORTALS, attributes 32:23
TAOIST RELIGION 30:60
TAPESTRY
Altai 40:22-25; pls. III-V
American 28:47,49; pl.III
Armorial 27:3-39
Aubusson 28:47
Byblos, Phoenicia 36:8
Chinese, Ming 44:37 pl.4
cushion cover 28:3-4
Edgewater Looms 28:49
Egyptian 30:71
Foussadier, Jean & sons 28:47, pl.III
Herter, Albert 28:49
Italian 27:3-39
Kleiser, Lorentz 28:49
Persian 40:22-25; pls.III-V
Peruvian 41:31-34; pls.IV-A,B,V;
44:3-14
Portuguese 42:33-43
"Rose garden" 28:49
Royal Windsor 28:47
Touma, adaptation of 28:49
Wisconsin map on 28:51
TAPESTRY BANDS.
See Tapestry, Peruvian
TAPESTRY MEDALLION 31:57; figs.1-5
"TARGET - D DAY" embroidery 33:25;
pl.III
TARIFFS PREVENT IMPORTS 32:40
TASHI LAMA 34:16
TASHIEN HAN CHOU, cited 34:44
TASHILHUNPO, Tibet 34:16,17,33
TATTOOING PRACTICED 39:24; 40:11
TAVIRA, Portugal, tapestry from 42:34
TAXES, Chinese 30:67
TAYLOR, MRS. MYRON C.
collection 29:43; pl.XV; 30:32-33,
56-57; fig.25
TAYLOR, MRS. ROBERT COLEMAN
appointed second vice-president 29:
54
collection 28;pl.IV
embroidery by 28:46
"T'CHI" (Chinese cloud knot).
See Design motives
TCHIRIN, PROCOPIUS, icon painter 31:
3,4,38,41; pl.15
TEACHERS OF LACE-MAKING 33:30,36
"Teatro delle nobili et virtuose donne" 34:8,12
TEDALDO, count of Tuscany, mentioned 38:29
"TELEGA", Russian wagon 40:14
"TELÔGRÉIA", Russian garment 35:38; pls.I,VI
TENIERS, DAVID 33:5
TENTS
Altai, felt 40:32
Italian, silk 38:38
Tibetan, appliqué on felt 34:13,33
TEODOLINDA, queen of Lombardy 37:13
TEPLOUKHOV, A.D., archeologist 40:6
TERCELIN, silk fabric 38:37,38,40
"LA TERRE", engraving 33:pl.VIII

TEXTILE DESIGN
Chinese 34:37,39,41; figs.1,3
English 36:27-43; 42:7-31; 44:38 pl.5
Formosan 39:17,19,21,27; pls.VII, X-XIV
Guatemalan 37:28,30,31,35; pls.II-V
Italian 38:13,14,15,17,33; pls.I-XII
Persian 36:4-23; 39:33,35,37,41,43; figs.1-9; 40:22,25,36,38,41; frontispiece, pls.III-XII
Peruvian 41:22-37
Spanish 35:3-26
Yugoslavian 41:9,13,16; pls.V,VI, VIII

TEXTILE DESIGNS IN THE MINIATURES OF A GURGAN MANUSCRIPT 39:33-37; figs.1-3,5

TEXTILES
"altabas" 31:21
American 32:31-41
ancient, study of 41:38-40
Munsell system of color notation 41:39
vocabulary 41:38-39
Arab, classical 35:3
bark-fiber 30:50,63
brocades 31:67-68; 38:5,7,13,14,17; pls.IV-XII; 39:21; pl.XIV; 42:10, 16,17; pls.IV,VII
Byzantine 37:41-47; 28:34; 31:66-67
Chinese in Tibet 34:13,20
cloth of silver 31:10
Coptic 30:70-94
cotton 30:60; 32:31; 39:33
damask 31:7-9,14,16,
See also "Kamka"
domestic versus imported 32:35
Egyptian 30:71-94; 31:57-64
English 44:38 pl.5
Far Eastern in Europe 35:22
for embroidery 31:7,14
Formosan 39:3-29
ramie cloth 39:9-10,15,21, pls.XII-XIV
French 29:pl.XIII; 32:32
gold and silver 35:4
Granada type 35:26
glass-cloth 30:60,64; 39:10
Guatemalan 37:30-32; pl.II
hair 30:64,71
"half-silks" 35:19,21,22
Hispano-Islamic 35:3-26; frontispiece, pls.I-VIII,XI
imitate lace 29:4-5; pls.II-XV
Irish 43:37,42,43; pl.1
linen and cotton 43:37,42,43; pl.1; 44:38 pl.5
linen and wool 40:22; pl.III
"lion strangler" piece, cited 35:7
Medieval 38:3-28
moire 31:14
Moorish 35:4
Mudejar style 35:5,10,14,21; pls.IX,X
Nordic workshop 35:21
Orleans, France, cathedral 28:25-41
painted 31:77; 33:5; 40:31; 44:39 pl.6, 40 pl.7
Pazzyk, Altai 40:22; pl.III
Persian 35:31; 39:30-46
Peruvian 31:73-77; 37:30,31; pls.III, IV; 41:22-37; 44:39 pl.6
printed 32:31-41; 33:3-21; 43:37,42, 43; pl.1; 44:38 pl.5
Ratisbon 35:21
Regensburg 35:19,21,22
Silk
beginnings in China 30:60,64
brocaded 42:10,12; pls.IV,VII
brocaded to imitate lace 29:4; pls. II, VIII
Chinese 40:31
English 42:15-17; pls.VII, VIII, 44:38 pl.5
first or second century 34:39
French 42:12; pl.IV
gift in 27 n.c. 34:44
imitated in wool 30:80
Iranian 39:30-46
Italian 38:14,28,48
medieval 39:30-46
painted 40:31; 44:40 pl.7
Persian 38:15; pl.XI
[Textiles – silk, continued]
Shiraz 36:2-25
unspun 30:64
Spanish 35:3-26; 43:22-36
synthetic 32:32
Syrian 31:67
"textured" 32:31-32
Tibetan 34:13-35
toiles de Jouy 33:3
twill with gold wire weft 31:21
twills from Rayy graves 39:37,41, 43,45; figs.4,7,8,9
twills imported from Far East 35:22
velvet for Russian embroideries 31:14,36,38
velvets
imported by Russia 35:31
Italian 38:40; pl.V
Spanish 43:22-36
warp patterns 31:68
wool in Far East 30:50,61
Yucatan (fragments) 37:30,35-36
See also Borders; Tapestry; Weaves
"TEXTILES FROM LES HULGAS DE BURGOS", by Dorothy G. Shepherd 35:3-26
"TEXTILES FROM THE EXCAVATIONS IN THE ORLEANS CATHEDRAL", by Frances Little 28:25-41

Thacher, MRS. THOMAS
Hostess to Club 30:46

Thai, people 32:11

Thailand, handwoven-silk industry 44:15-21
"THEATRUM BIBLICUM HISTORIAE SACRAE VETERIS AC NOVI TESTAMENTI" 30:33

Thelusson, Sumpfiirien 33:31

Theodora, wife of Justinian I 27:42

Théodulfe, b.ca.760, bishop 28:31

Therapon Monastery, Novgorod 31:24
"THESAURUS SACRARUM HISTORIARUM VETERIS TESTAMENTI" 30:4,32, 33,45,56; figs.26-29,32,34,36-38

Thompson, Colonel James H.W.
Club hears him talk on "The revival of silk weaving in Siam" 36:47

Thompson, Juliet. "Old Romania", quoted 43:5

Thorton, Peter
"An 18th century silk-designer's manual" 42:7-31

"THOSE ELEGANT NEW YORKERS" exhibition 41:45

THRACE 40:10
THRACO-ILLYRIC race, mentioned 43:3

THREAD
alpaca 41:37
cost of 27:35
cotton 37:28; 41:37; 44:3
for laces 29:5,19
gilded on silver 31:18
gold 31:10,14,20; 38:7,36; 43:7,9; pls.3,4
how made 31:18,20
in weaving 31:57,71
originated in Asia 31:18
originated in Mediterranean 31:68
real, used to 1000 A.D. 31:64
wire 31:18,21,40
wound round linen thread 38:14; pl.VII
hollow metal tubes 31:18,20,21
linen 30:73,85; 31:57
metal 30:17,21; 36:8,16; fig.7
in brocade used as weft 42:15,16; 43:9
ramie, hand-twisted 39:9,24; pl.XVII
S-plyed 41:37
S-spun 31:57,70 note 1
S-twist 30:73; 38:17,27
"semi-golden" 31:20
Shemakha silk 31:15
silk
from Hanseatic towns 31:14
manufactured in Italy 38:31,32
manufactured in Russia 31:14-15
spun with metal 31:15
silver 31:10,14,18,27,40; 36:8
silver-gilt 31:20
silver-ply 30:73
"skanny" 31:15
spun silk 31:15
"twisted gold" 31:15,30
two-ply 30:73
unspun silk 31:15
wool 30:73,85; 43:12
yarn detail 44:8 table
Z-spun 31:57,70 note 1; 37:28; 41:37
Z-twist 30:73
Z-S spun 41:37; 44:5,7

THREE AUGUST ONES, Chinese rulers 30:60

THREE MAGI, in tapestry 27:21 footnote; pl.XIV,25

THREE MARYS
embroidered on shrouds 31:12; pl.10

THRONE, lion-supported 34:25

THROWING-MILLS 38:31,32
THYSSAGETEA, tribe 34:42; 40:11,35
TIHUAHUACANO PERIOD 31:73; 41:37
TIAHAN, mythical goddess 36:12,20
"TIBETAN APPLIQUE WORK" by Eleanor Olson 34:1-35
"TIBETAN PAINTED SCROLLS", book 34:14
TIBETAN TRADE MISSION TO U.S. 34:14,20
TIE AND DYE TECHNIQUE. See Ikat, Plangi
T'ien Shan 34:42,43; 40:10
TIFANY, LOUIS COMFORT, 1848-1933, artist 28:44,51
TILTON, JOHN KENT
Club hears him talk on silk and textile design 32:43
TIME SAVING, lace used for 33:30-31
"TING", symbol 32:23
TINTORETTO, painter, mentioned 37:4,13
TISHTRIYA, Sassanian god 39:41
TITHE 27:13
TITIAN, painter, mentioned 37:8
TOBACCO POUCH, Formosan 39:17; pls. X, XI
"TOBIAS AND THE FISH" 30:17; figs. 10-11
"TOILE PEINTE EN FRANCE" illus. from 33:pl.III-A
TOILES DE JOURY 33:3-21
TOLL, N.P.
"Notes on Chinese silk found in the south of Russia" 34:37-45
TOLMACHOFF, EUGENIA
"Ancient Russian ecclesiastical embroideries" 31:3-6
"Notes on the costume of women of the court and higher classes in Russia in the XVI and XVII centuries" 35:27-48
translation by 34:37-45
TOLSTOY, S.P., archeologist 40:6,43
TOMASCHEK, W., cited 34:42
TOMBS 28:34,37. See also Sarcophagi
TOMBS EXCAVATED 34:37
TOMBS, textiles found in 35:3-26
TOMYRIS, queen of Massagetae 40:10,12
"TOOLS AND TOYS OF STITCHERY", by Gertrude Whiting, mentioned 35:51
TOPAZES ON EMBROIDERY 31:27
TOPIARY WORK 27:10
TORONTO, ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM collections 43:22,25,31; pls.1,2,5
TOURNES, JEAN DE, publisher 30:4,10,17; figs.4-9,11
TOWER, nine-storied, in Tibet 34:33
TOWNSEND, GERTRUDE
Club hears her talk on "New England needlewomen, 1620-1820" 28:53
"Notes on New England needlework before 1800" 28:5-23
TRADE
discouraged in China 30:67
English, 12th century 29:29
TRADE ROUTES
Black Sea to Central Asia 34:41-45
Chinese 34:40-45; map of 34:40 pl. B in the time of Herodotus 34:40 pl.C, 41,42
Italy to Rumania, mentioned 43:9
Russia to China 34:43
second century A.D. 34:40 pl.B,43
See also Sea trade routes
TRAJAN, Roman emperor, mentioned 43:3
"TRAJAN'S COLUMN", Rome, mentioned 43:5,14
TRANSLATIONS, many, of 16th century book 30:10
"TRAVELS IN MOSCOVIA", 1647 by Adam Olearius 35:30,40
"TREE OF MANY SEEDS". See "Golden Haoma"
TREES CUT TO SHAPE OF HUMAN BODIES 27:10
TRETIAKOV ART GALLERY, Moscow 31:27,41
TRIBES OF FORMOSA. See Formosa
TRIBUTE LEAVES IN CHINA 30:63,64
"TRIBUTE MONEY", by Masaccio 37:8
"TRITIK" (dyeing technique) 32:11,17
"TRIUMPH OF CAESAR", tapestry border 27:39
"TRIUMPHS OF CAESAR", designs by Mantegna 37:8; pls.4,5
TRIVULZIO, family tapestries & history 27:3-39
TRIVULZIO, GIAN FRANCESCO 27:7,8,39
TRIVULZIO, GIAN GIACOMO, marquis
account book 27:28,29; pl.XVII
arms of 27:frontispiece,5
portrait of 27:3
tapestries for 27:3,37
TRIVULZIO, GIAN NICOLÒ
arms of 27:5
marriage 27:38
portrait 27:6; pl.III,7 footnote 1
TRIVULZIO MAUSOLEUM, Milan 27:8,38
TRIVULZIO PALACE, Milan 27:3
TRUDEL, DR. VERENA
Club hears her talk on "Old Swiss
embroideries" 42:44
"TRUE AND LYEURLY HISTRYXE PURTREA-
TURES OF THE VVOLL BIBLE" 30:10;
figs.4-9
"TSATA" 31:12
TSONG KHAPA, religious leader 34:21,
29,32,34; pls.V,VII
TUCCI, GIUSEPPE
"Tibetan painted scrolls" 34:14
cited 34:29
TUMULI. See burial mounds
TUNICA. See Dalmatic
TUNICS
Formosan 39:10,24
Roman 41:4,5
"TURKEY WORK" 28:3,4
TURKISH INFLUENCE ON
Rumanian embroidery 43:9
Yugoslavian costume 41:5,7,16; pls.
II,III
"TURKISH" knot (ghiordes) 40:38
TURKISH PEDDLERS IN RUMANIA 43:9
TURKISH SLIPPERS 35:44
TURKISH TEXTILES TO RUSSIA 31:14
TYER, MARIA, grand princess of
funeral veil 31:4,27; pl.I
TWELVE MONTHS, tapestries 27:3-39
TWIRLING STICK 30:63
TWISTING MILLS. See throwing mills
"TWO GUATEMALAN WEDDING HUPILS",
by Junius Bird 37:26-36
"TWO PALM TREES SEPERATED BY A
RIVER", symbolic device 42:33;
pl.VII
TYRE, Syria 27:46

U
UBRÓS (headdress) 35:40-41; pl.I, figs.
3,5
UCH TURFAN 34:43
UD-DAWLA IBN SHAHRYYAR (Isphahbad)
39:33
UFFSON, JACOB, archbishop, donor
portrait embroidered 38:22,27; pl.XIV
UGARIT, Syria 36:12
UGRIAN ART, mentioned 40:26
UGYEN GYATSO 34:33
ULAGAN RIVER 40:3
ULRICH, ANTON, MUSEUM, BRUNSWICK,
Germany
mentioned 34:10
UNION CENTRALE DES ARTS DÉCORATIFS,
Paris
collections 33:4; frontispiece,pls.
IV(top), V(top), VI(top), VII-A,
VIII(top), IX, XIII, XV
UNION LIGHT DRAGOONS, City of Dublin
table-cloth with inscription possibly
referring to 43:42; pl.2, center
UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATION 39:3
UNMARRIED GIRLS' HAIR DRESS 35:42,44
UNTENMYER, JUDGE IRWIN
Club meets at his residence to see
his collection of English domes-
tic embroidery 30:96
collection 29:43, pl.XIII; 30:32,33,
45,56-57; figs.24,30,35; 38:5
"AN UNUSUAL BORDER CONSTRUCTION
FROM PERU" by Mary Elizabeth
King 41:22-37
"AN UNUSUAL PATTERN-LOOM FROM
BANGKOK" by Anne Blinks 44:
15-21
UPPSALA, Sweden, Cathedral
collection 38:3-27
fire of 1702 38:4
Uppsala, Sweden, University 38:22
URAL MOUNTAINS 40:10
urarTuan borders, Transcaucasia 40:
8
"URIAH" 30:45; figs.35-37
URUMCHI 34:43
USINGER, DR. ROBERT L., photographer
44:pls.1-6
USPENSKI CHURCH, Pskov, Russia
icon from 31:pl.19
USPENSKI MUSEUM, Pskov, Russia
icon in 31:pl.19
USSR State Publishing House for Literature and the Arts, "Folk Art in the Romanian People's Republic" quoted 43:20
UZBEKISTAN 40:6

V
VAL DU TRAVERS, Switzerland
lace from 33:37; pl.V
VALANCES, embroidered 30:5,7,10,45; figs.1-3,39
VAN CORTLAND MANOR HOUSE, New York City
visit to 35:50
VAN HOUTEN, MRS. N.B.
restoration by 31:74
VANOTO DA MONZA 27:19 note
VANSTAN, INA
"A Peruvian tapestry with a knotted openwork ground" 44:3-14
"VAPOR TRAILS – VE DAY"
embroidery 33:24; pl.IV
VARGUEÑO (writing desk) velvet covered 43:25
VASILII, prince of Moscow 35:pl.II
VASILII III, grand prince of Moscow 31:9,21; 35:30
VASSON, JOHN
Club hears him talk on "Knowledge of the past frees the designer of today" 33:42
VATICAN, frescoes 30:4
"VATICAN STANZE" by Raphael 37:8
VECCELLIO, CESARE 34:7,8; pl.IV
VEGA 30:66
VEIT, MRS. RUSSELL C.
Club meets at residence of 44:46
VENETIAN GLASS BEADS ON COSTUMES
43:7,9; pls.8,10
"VENETZ", Russian head-band 35:42
VENICE 33:29,30
superseded in fashion 29:5
textiles to Russia 31:14
"VENICE GOLDS" 30:7
VENICE, REALE ACADEMIA DI BELLE ARTE
collections 37:8; pls.6,7; 44:25; pl.2
"VENUS" by Botticelli 37:13
"VENUS OF URBINO" by Titian mentioned 37:8
VÉRARD, ANTOINE 30:5
VERNAL EQUINOX TREE-RITE, Sassanian
36:11; sketch 3
VERNAY, ARTHUR S. 34:16
VERNET, CLAUDE JOSEPH
engraving after 33:5; pl.IV
VERONESE, painter 37:4
VERONICA'S VEIL 31:4 & note 3,14; pl.1
VERSAILLES. Manufacture de Jouy.
collection 33:pl.III-A
VERSE ON SAMPLERS 28:6
VERSE PRAISING PAINTINGS 28:5
VESTMENTS, ECCLESIASTICAL 38:3-27,36.
See also Albs; Chasubles; Copes;
Dalmatics; Mantles; Orphreys; Shrouts; Stoles
VEVENT, TIMORIO. See Bent, Timothy
VICH, Spain, textile from 35:7
VICTORIA, queen of England 28:43
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM
collections for tapestry 37:16; pl.8
embroideries 29:30,33; pls.I, VII-X, XII; 31:54; 34:35
lace 32:4; 34:10,12
silk designs 42:7,8,10,16,18,25,29;
pl.s.III, IV, VII
textiles 30:83-85; 33:pl.1; 42:12,15;
pl.s.IV, VII
VIENNA. KUNSTGEBERRE MUSEUM
collections
lace 34:10; pl.VII
VIENNA, ÖSTERREICHISCHE GALERIE
collections 44:29; pl.5
VIETOR, MRS. ERNEST G.
Hostess to Club 40:48
VIEWIG-BROCHAUS COLLECTION
cited 34:10
VIGEVANO, Italy, castle 27:36; pl.IV
tapestry manufacture 27:28,36,39
VILLASIRGA, Spain, textiles from 35:10
VINCILO, FREDERIC. "Les singuliers nouveaux pourtraits et ouvrages de Lingerie", cited 34:5,7
VIRGIN AND CHILD in Russian embroidery 31:10,12,36; pls.3,4,13a, 18,19
in Spanish embroidery 43:27
"VIRGIN AND SAVIOUR CROWNED BY THE ALMIGHTY" by Crivelli 37:19; pl.15
"VIRGIN ANNUNCIATE" by Lippi 37:19; pl.12

VIRGIN MARY
cloisonné enamel 28:41; pl.XIV, bottom right
in embroidery 38:22,27; pl.XIII; 43:27
pearls used in Russian embroidery of 31:23; pl.3
See also Madonna; Nativity; Our Lady of Georgia, etc.

VIRU VALLEY, Peru 31:73
VISCOSI, castle of the 27:36; pl.Iab
VISCONTI, CIA 27:7
VISCOTI, FRANCESCA 27:3
VISCOTTI MS., 1402, from Milan mentioned 37:13
"VISION OF ST. SERGIUS", embroidery 31:21
VISSCHER, CLAES JANSZ, publisher 30:33,45
VISSCHER, JOHN, engraving by 33:pl.XIV-A
VLADIMIR, prince of Kiev 35:27
VOLUHA MANU, Zoroastrian goddess 36:21
VOID DESIGNS. See Design motives, concealed designs; Shiraz silks
VOLPE, CRISTOFORO DA 27:55,36
"VOLTO SANTO". See "Holy Countenance"
"VOLUNTARY FURNITURE", printed Irish fabric 43:37,43; pls.1,2
VOLUNTEERS, military force in Ireland 43:39-42; pl.1
supported free trade 43:42
VON PALMBERG, MRS. RAYMOND T.
Hostess to Club 39:50; 41:44
VOS, MARTIN DE, painter 30:33; figs. 26-29,32
VSEVOLOD, prince 31:7

W

WACE, ALAN JOHN BYARD cited 29:33
Club hears him talk on
Ancient Greek dress 40:48
Some selected Greek embroideries 37:38
In memoriam 41:45
List of publications 41:46
WADDELL, L. AUSTINE 34:33

WAFFLE-WAKES 33:41
WALKER, MIRIAM D.
Club meets at residence of, collection shown 40:48

WALL COVERINGS
Italian, silk 38:47; pl.VI

WALL HANGINGS. See hangings

WALLACHIA, principality 43:5,9
WALLRAFF-RICHARTZ MUSEUM, Cologne painting in 27:37

WALTERS ART GALLERY, Baltimore collections cited 31:54

WAR AND TEXTILES 32:32,35
WAR EMBROIDERIES, a series of 33:23-27
WAR OF THE ROSES 29:30
WAR PREFERRED 29:29
WARD, MRS. ELIOT LEE
Hostess to Club 44:45

WARP PATTERNS
in Chinese silks 31:68
in Peruvian textiles 41:22,23; pls. I-A, I-B; figs.1-5

WARP-WRAPPING. See Weaving technique

WARREN, JAMES 28:19
WARREN, SARAH 28:14

"'WASHING OF FEET" by Giotto 37:4; pl.3

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS ASSOCIATION, New York City
Host to Club 32:42

WASHINGTON, D.C. SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
collection 39:pl.V

WASHINGTON, D.C. TEXTILE MUSEUM
collections 36:fig.6; 41:30,31,34,37; pls.II-IV-A, IV-B; 44:39 pl.6

WATCHMAKING, SWISS 33:38
WATERED SILK. See Tabby

WATSON, PARISH
collection 36:3; fig.1

WATSON, MRS. THOMAS J.
Club meets at residence of 39:51

WATTIEU, ANTOINE
engravings after 33:5; pls.III-B, VII-B

WAX-RESIST TECHNIQUE. See Batik

WAX WORK 28:9

"WEAVE SWORD" 41:22
WEAVERS
Arab 35:10,14
English 36:34,35; 42:18
Formosan 39:21,27
French in Russia 35:31 footnote 4
Irish 43:42
Italian 38:31-33
Jewish in Lucca, Italy 38:29
Peruvian 41:22,36; 44:3,13
Weaver's Company, London 42:8
Weavers Emigrate to England 29:29
Weaver's Pattern-Book 36:26-43
Weaves Analyzed
Chinese, early 30:64-65
Coptic 30:70-94
Egyptian silk weave 27:40-47
Egyptian tapestry weave 31:57-63
English 42:15-17
Formosan 39:10,19; pls.II,III
Guatemalan 37:28-36
Italian 38:7,14-15,17,27,37
Peruvian 41:22-37; 44:39
Peruvian tapestry weave 44:3-14
Pre-Spanish Peruvian ikat 31:73-77
Spanish, early 35:3-26
Spanish velvet weave 43:22-36
unidentified 38:27
Weaving
English 36:26-43
Formosan 39:19,21,27;pls.VII,X,XII, XVII
Guatemalan 37:28-36
hand 39:10,19; pls.III,IV,VI,X,XII
Italian 38:15,31-33
pattern-books 30:26-43
pattern-drafts 36:29,34; figs.2-4,7, nos.1-61
Peruvian 37:30,31,33,35; 41:22-37;
44:3-14
Spanish 43:22-36
Weaving Industry 36:34-35
Weaving Technique
binding system of the warp and the
weft 38:15,17
Carbon 14 method 37:31
knotted openwork ground 44:3-14
warp-wrapping 37:30,31,33; pls.III, IV
weft-wrapping 37:28
Wedding Colors 35:38 footnote 5
Wedding Dinner 27:7
Wedding Gifts from Bridegroom 35:
40,41
Wedding Huipils, Guatemalan 37:26-36
Wedgewood, England
pitcher with transfer-printed decoration 43:42; pl.2,left
Weft Replacing Warp for Pattern
Effects 31:68
"We Liu", Chinese account, cited 34:43
"Weltchronik" 30:5
Wentworth, Elizabeth, arms of 29:39,
40; pl.VII
West Honan province, China 30:60
"West Islamic" silk twill 39:41;fig.7
Westerfield, Mrs. Jason, gift of 43:
37,43; pl.1
Westminster 29:33
Wheeler, Mrs. Candace 28:46
Wheeler, Rebekah 28:7
"Whims and Maggots" by Edith A.
Standen, mentioned 42:29
White, Edwin, weaver 36:35
White, John Claude 34:16
White Div, Persian myth 36:5,8
White Tara, Tibetan goddess 34:25,
34; pl.VII
Whitting, Gertrude
Club meets at residence of to see
exhibition of dolls 34:46
founder of Needle and Bobbin Club
38:50
in memoriam 35:51
"A lace guide for makers and col-
collectors", mentioned 39:51
"Swiss lace patterns" 33:28-41
"Tools and toys of stichery", men-
tioned 38:51
Whorls, spinning 30:63
Widows, headdress 35:42
William the Conqueror 29:28
(misprint: Edward the Conqueror)
William III, king of England 28:7
William IV, king of England 29:33
Williams, Mrs. Earl Kress
Hostess to Club 42:44; 43:47
Williams, Lois K.
"A series of War embroideries" 33:
23-27
Williamssbridge, New York, tapestry
works 28:47
Willis, Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey
Club hears her talk on "Aborigine
textiles of Formosa" 39:51
"Notes on aborigine textiles of
Formosa today from a visit to
the Island in 1954." 39:3-29
Wills 28:3
Wilson, Erica
Club hears her talk on "Church and
domestic embroidery" 39:50

Wilton diptych 38:38

Windsor 29:28
Winding of Silk, women's occupation
38:31
Winding sheets. See Shrouds

Windsor, Royal Library,
collection 37:pl.9

Wing, Misses
Club meets at residence of 27:48;
36:46
collection shown 36:46
Hostesses to Club 30:95; 35:50
their laces and embroideries shown
30:95

Winterthur Museum, Wilmington, Del.
visit to 36:47

Winthrop, John, the Younger 28:6
Wisconsin, tapestry map of 28:51
"Wisdom of God" embroidery 31:16;
pl.5,6
See also St. Sophia

Wittington, mercer in silks 42:8

Woeziot, Pierre 30:25

Wolgemuth, Michael 30:5

Women
early professional embroideresses
29:27
lace merchants 33:40
Russian needleworkers 35:31
weavers
Chinese 30:65
Italian 38:33
Peruvian 41:22

Woo-Noo-Mun (Five Tiger Gate) 39:5
Wood-blocks for textile printing 32:
35 & footnote

Wool treated before spinning 43:12

Woolen manufacture encouraged in
England 28:4

Wotton, John 28:9, 12, 14

Worcester, Mass., Art Museum,
collection cited 32:4
Workshops, Russian aristocracy's 35:
31

Workum, Mrs. Julius
Hostess to Club 41:43

Worsley, Mrs. S. John
Club hears her talk on "Nigerian
weaving of the chieftain robes"
44:46

Wouwerman, P. 33:5

Woven costume of a Formosan tribe
chief 39:frontispiece
"Wrought" or embroidered work 28:3,4

Wunder, Dr. Richard P.
Club hears him talk on "Embroidery
and textile designs in the Cooper
Union Museum" 42:44-45

Wyx, John 28:8

Wythe, Anne, arms of 29:39; pl.VII

X

XC, symbol for Christ 31:41; pl.14

Y

Yale University, Art Gallery
collections 36:10; fig.3; 39:fig.4
visit to 37:39
See also Moore collection

Yale University, excavations 27:45

Yangtze River valley, China 40:31

Yao, Chinese emperor 30:63
"Ye volunteer so brave and stout",
by Adolph S. Cavallo 43:37-45

Yellow Emperor 30:60

Yellow hats, lamas 34:21

Yemen 39:33

Yenisei River 40:6
"Yin-yang" 34:20

Yoke (in costume) 41:16; pl.X

Yongs, Christopher, inventory 28:6

Young, Robert, publisher 30:21

Yu Chow, China 30:64

Yucatan
textiles (fragments) from 37:30,35-36
"Yueh-chich" (moon people) 40:11

Yugoslavia, costumes 41:3-21

Yugoslavian women's headdress and
hair arrangement 41:5,7,9,16,
19,21; pls.I,III,V-XI

Yung Cheng Period, China
court robe 44:36 pl.3

Yung-Chow, China 30:64

Yunnan, China 32:12
Z

ZABELIN, IVAN, historian
   cited 35:41

ZAGREB, ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM
   collections 41:19; pl.XI

ZAHAK, Persian mythical king 36:22

ZAVATARI BROTHERS, frescoes by 37:13

"ZEITGEIST" as expressed in dress 37:5

"ZENDEL FABRICS" 35:21

ZODIAC, signs on tapestries 27:8,10-25; pls.IV-XV

ZOROASTRIANISM 36:16

ZUCCARO, FEDERIGO, painter (1543-1609), 29:52; 37:13

ZURICH MUSEUM, collection 30:17